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ANDRUS CENTER FOR PUBLIC POLICY
Former four-term Idaho Governor and U.S. Secretary of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus built  
his long and successful public career around solving problems. 

The Andrus Center for Public Policy at Boise State advances his legacy issues — wise use  
of our environmental resources and public lands, ensuring our children enter the classroom  
ready to learn, and cultivating leadership from all segments of our society.

Andrus Center research and analysis serves as “common ground” for civil, serious discussion  
about public policy and some of the major issues of our time. 

SCHOOL OF  
THE ENVIRONMENT
Idaho was among the five states 
with the most acres burned by 
wildfires in 2022. Wildfires that 
blaze through towns and cities burn 
and release substances like lead into 
the air. 

Researchers are discovering long-term 
repercussions from chronic exposure, 
potentially including neurogenerative 
diseases such as Alzheimer’s. 

Boise State University’s newly formed School 
of the Environment will focus on this and other 
environmental issues critical in the West.

Four Corners Fire, Cascade, Idaho, Aug. 18, 2022,  
National Interagency Fire Center

boi.st/PublicLandRecreation
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welcome to boise! #seJ2023
After two decades of wooing, and a half-dozen years in booking, planning, rethinking, 
rescheduling, recovering and rebooking after CoVId, seJ boise is on! 

enriched by all the time we’ve had to shape it, our program will showcase key regional and national 
issues set against Idaho’s staggering natural beauty. Rimmed by the Northwest’s emerald corridor 
and riven by the Continental divide, the gem state is where the Rockies meet the plains of the 
great basin.

seJ’s boise conference has seen an unprecedented surge of enthusiasm. It was first evident a 
year ago in Houston, when people already were buzzing about going to boise a year out. Maybe 
it’s because so many of us were ready to bust out of lockdown, maybe because Idaho is an exotic 
location if you live on the east Coast or in the Midwest, and maybe because seJ itself is changing 
in remarkable ways. Conference attendees are trending significantly younger, and —  thanks to a 
partnership with the Uproot Project — more reflective of the country’s diversity. New members are 
revitalizing seJ and helping seJ veteran volunteer leaders navigate a generational transformation 
with renewed energy.

Like many states in the West, Idaho is politically crimson red with some blue spots, like in its capital 
city. And boise is a boomtown – one of the fastest growing cities in the United states. Rapid 
growth in science and technology has outpaced Idaho’s historic economies of ag and natural 
resource extraction. 

some of you have asked, why come to a place that has made headlines for banning abortions 
and banning books? because the state is studded with stories of both environmental conflict and 
cooperation. our theme has never changed. Idaho is a state of contradictions. the strong anti-
government streak in Idaho is coupled with an equally strong commitment to the landscape and 
ecosystems. As a result, conservationists and resource extractors have found ways to bridge the 
divide and find common ground. And that’s a blueprint other places might do well to follow. 

We kick off with the president of boise state University and the mayor of boise, representing our 
two co-hosts this year. We’ll hear from the Idaho governor, as well as Idaho Congressman Mike 
simpson, who is trying to change the debate on Northwest salmon and dams, and from his partner, 
Nez Perce tribal leader shannon Wheeler. on our signature thursday all-day field trips, you’ll learn 
about wolves, wildfires, agricultural workers, new mining efforts and birds of prey.

you will hear from Interior secretary deb Haaland, the first Native American cabinet secretary in 
U.s. history. together we’ll watch the new Ken burns documentary American buffalo, meet seJ’s 
board of directors, examine the intersection of gender and environment, hear about Idaho’s 
connection to gorongosa National Park in Mozambique and ponder environmental fiction. that’s 
just a sampling of what you’ll find in this year’s conference, which is true to its theme of “Crossing 
the divide: Urban growth and the Wild.”

welcome to boise!

your co-chairs, 

tom michael, general Manager boise state Public Radio and Mountain West News bureau 
Managing director

Christy george, News editor, KUoW seattle and Northwest News Network

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH IMPACTS LIVES 
Welcome to Boise State University. 

Sagebrush is iconic in the West. Thanks to some breakthrough research at Boise State, 
we are learning just how important it is in estimating how climate change is impacting 
our ecosystem — both for humans and animals. Boise State researchers have been 
able to sequence the sagebrush genome — 2.3 times larger than the human genome 
and far more complex — for the first time. 

On our campus, the complex and dense genome of the sagebrush is a metaphor for 
how our faculty are branching out, connecting and taking interdisciplinary approaches 
to solve real problems. This kind of innovation is helping us make a positive impact in 
our state and in the world.  

We hope you benefit from the experiences you will have on our beautiful campus.  
Thank you for your work,

Dr. Marlene Tromp
President, Boise State University

BOLDLY BLUE.
PROUDLY
INNOVATING. 

Leonora Bittleston is 
an assistant professor 
in biological sciences. 
Her research helps us learn 
more about life on our planet 
and the interconnectedness 
of ecosystem processes, 
communities and species.

boi.st/sagebrush
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All sessions, as well as registration, exhibits and breaks, 
will take place at bsU’s student Union building, 1700 
W. University drive, boise, Id 83725, unless otherwise 
indicated.

wednesday, april 19, 2023

seJ registration and info table 
7:00 a.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

Pick up your badge and conference materials. sign up 
here for thursday afternoon tours and saturday mini-
tours (included in your registration fee). Find information 
about seJ, our award winners and current contest (May 
1 deadline), membership and other services. If you didn’t 
sign up for the saturday evening party at the Idaho 
state Museum or sunday breakfast at Zoo boise, there 
might still be room (ticketed events with extra fee) — 
check with registration and sign up there.

all-day workshops

workshop 1. Covering biodiversity: 
saving all the parts 
8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. ($75 fee includes lunch, 
beverages and snacks) 
Room: Simplot AC

ours is a living planet, but its critical biodiversity is under 
threat. From the global policy efforts like 30 by 30 and 
the Convention on biological diversity, to Indigenous 

environmental knowledge and nature-based solutions, 
we’ll examine the actions needed to protect biodiversity 
and the countless living systems it fuels. We’ll dive 
deeper into biodiversity conservation success stories, like 
the jaw-dropping ecological recovery of Mozambique’s 
gorongosa National Park. And we’ll learn from the work 
of other journalists, as they share insights from their 
reporting on new ways to frame stories on imperiled 
species and the human communities with whom they 
co-exist. seJ members and journalists only. space is 
limited; preregistration required. 
 
This workshop supported in part by a grant from the 
BAND Foundation. 
 
8:00 a.m. Coffee/snacks available

8:30 – 8:45 a.m. Welcome, Introductions, Questions

Emcee: Jennifer bogo, Vice President, Content, 
Audubon and board Member, society of environmental 
Journalists

Global Efforts To Slow the Biodiversity Crisis on 
Land and Sea 
8:45 – 10:00 a.m. 

this past year ended with a landmark agreement to 
slow the accelerating rate of extinctions. Why does 
biodiversity matter? How does what the UN calls the 
“biodiversity crisis” intersect with the “climate crisis”? 
Where are these species and how will the people 
living in their centers of origin be compensated, if at 
all? We’ll consider the intersection of conservation 
with environmental justice and Indigenous rights, plus 
who gets to decide what 30% of land or water will be 
protected. And, finally, we’ll take a look at an even more 
recent global agreement, this one to protect marine 
biodiversity in international waters. All promise abundant 
possibilities for journalists.

Moderator:  
mark schapiro, Investigative Journalist, Author, 
Lecturer, University of California, berkeley and board 
Member, society of environmental Journalists

Speakers: 
Charles (Chip) barber, director, Natural Resources 
governance and Policy & senior biodiversity Advisor, 
World Resources Institute

norma kassi, Adviser, Indigenous Leadership Initiative
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bethanie walder, executive director, society for 
ecological Restoration

Beverage Break 
10:00 – 10:15 a.m. 
 

The National Landscape for Preserving Biodiversity 
10:15 a.m. – 11:30 p.m. 

the U.s. environmental species Act has hit a notable 
milestone; this year marks the 50th anniversary of the 
iconic legislation. We’ll bring together experts to discuss 
the act’s strengths and weaknesses, as well as efforts 
to make it better suited to the task ahead. We’ll look at 
other tools, like the Recovering America’s Wildlife Act, 
for preserving America’s biodiversity. And we’ll examine 
how variables like climate change are poised to shape 
the outcome for its most imperiled species.

Moderator:  
dino grandoni, Wildlife, biodiversity and Climate 
Reporter, the Washington Post

Speakers: 
brett hartl, government Affairs director, Center for 
biological diversity

issistsáakiiksi/Cristina mormorunni (Métis/
blackfoot/sardo), Co-Founder and director, 
INdIgeNoUs Led

wendy palen, Professor, ecology of Aquatic 
Communities, department of biological sciences,  
simon Fraser University

Lunch 
11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 

grab lunch and sit back and enjoy an eye-opening 
presentation on gorongosa National Park’s restoration. 
then learn about a tool that provides near real-time 
information on where and how global forests are 
changing.

Moderator:  
Jennifer bogo, Vice President, Content, Audubon and 
board Member, society of environmental Journalists

Speakers: 
anika berger, Research Analyst, global Forest Watch, 
World Resources Institute

gabriela Curtiz, guide, gorongosa National Park and 
student, boise state University

gregory kaltenecker, executive director, 
Intermountain bird observatory

Rethinking How We Cover Extinction 
12:45 – 1:45 p.m.

the collapse of ecosystems is one of our time’s most 
pressing crises, yet it can be challenging to draw 
readers into these stories. Many people are becoming 
numb to the now-common narrative about another 
species in decline. this panel will bring together 
creative and highly experienced storytellers and editors 
to explore new ways and frames to communicate 
the urgency of biodiversity loss and opportunities for 
restoration. Ultimately, the panelists will help answer the 
question: How do you get more people to care?

Moderator:  
benji Jones, senior environmental Reporter, Vox

Speakers: 
karine aigner, Freelance Photojournalist

steven bedard, Co-Founder and editor-in-Chief, 
biographic

michelle nijhuis, Contributing editor, High Country 
News

Lessons From Local and Global Reporting Projects 
2:00 – 3:00 p.m.

the challenges to reporting biodiversity stories are 
many: How do you produce colorful scenes with species 
so rare they’re difficult to find? What do you do when 
your path is unexpectedly blocked by a 13-foot snake? 
And how do you navigate and communicate dangers 
far more serious, such as the crime and corruption 
threatening not only wildlife but also its human 
defenders? three journalists will share their tales from 
the field and insights gained from investigations both 
local and global in nature.

Moderator:  
Catrin einhorn, biodiversity, Climate and environment 
Reporter, the New york times

Speakers: 
Jennifer bjorhus, environment Reporter, star tribune
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karla mendes, Contributing editor, Mongabay

david Quammen, Author and Journalist

workshop 2.  
Covering watersheds as Connected 
systems
8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. ($75 fee includes lunch, 
beverages and snacks) 
Room: Simplot BD

Learn to cover huge, complex river systems like the 
Colorado, Columbia and Mississippi across state and 
geopolitical lines, with an eye toward climate change 
and other emerging threats. these and other watersheds 
are arteries of culture and commerce, irrigating key 
agricultural lands and providing drinking water for 
millions. our moderators will lead expert panels on 
power structures that govern these river systems and the 
challenges that lie ahead for watershed communities. 
Journalists at this workshop, led by the Mississippi River 
basin Ag & Water desk, will leave with collaborative 
story ideas for covering watersheds as interconnected 
systems. seJ members and journalists only. space is 
limited; preregistration required.

This workshop supported in part by a grant from the 
Mississippi River Basin Ag & Water Desk.

8:00 a.m. Coffee and light breakfast available

8:30 – 8:45 a.m. Welcome, Introductions, Questions

Emcee: annie ropeik, Assistant director, Mississippi 
River basin Ag & Water desk and board Member, society 
of environmental Journalists

Lay of the Land: Watersheds Governance and 
Power Structures 
8:45 – 10:15 a.m. 

What power structures govern watersheds, how do they 
intersect and what happens when there are gaps? We’ll 
look at the complex webs of authority and management 
that exist within major river systems, considering new 
models for collaborative governance that could give 
tribes and other under-represented communities a 
bigger seat at the table. We’ll also explore how to get 
started covering a watershed when it’s not clear who’s 
in charge.

Moderator:  
debra krol, Indigenous Affairs Reporter – Climate, 
Culture & Commerce, the Arizona Republic

Speakers: 
daniel Cordalis, tribal Partnerships Manager, Colorado 
River sustainability Campaign

Janae davis, southeast Conservation director, 
American Rivers

bryan hopkins, Illinois and Upper Mississippi River 
director of Freshwater Conservation, the Nature 
Conservancy

mary lou soscia, former Columbia River Restoration 
Program Manager, Region 10, U.s. environmental 
Protection Agency (retired)

10:15 – 10:30 a.m. break

Emerging Watershed Challenges: Climate, 
Contaminants and More 
10:30 a.m. – noon. 

From climate change-driven droughts and floods, to 
agricultural runoff and water restrictions, to PFAs and 
other pollutants, major river systems face unprecedented 
threats and opportunities for transformation. We’ll 
explore the top issues poised to make news and affect 
communities in the Columbia, Colorado and Mississippi 
basins, and consider how best to communicate with the 
public about potential solutions.
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Moderator:  
georgina gustin, Reporter, Inside Climate News and 
expert Journalist, Mississippi River basin Ag & Water desk

Speakers: 
Chris Clayton, Reporter/Ag Policy editor, dtN/the 
Progressive Farmer and expert Journalist, Mississippi 
River basin Ag & Water desk

peter Culp, senior Attorney and owner, Culp & Kelly, 
LLP

Justin hayes, executive director, Idaho Conservation 
League

teal lehto, Water Rights Activist and Content Creator

Jessie ritter, Associate Vice President, Water and 
Coasts, National Wildlife Federation

Lunch: Collaborative Approaches to Watersheds 
Coverage 
12:00 – 1:00 p.m. 

over lunch, we’ll prepare for afternoon breakout 
sessions by looking at one model for watershed 
coverage: the Mississippi River Basin Ag & Water Desk. 
We’ll hear from staff and reporters for the desk about 
how they cover this vast river basin in the heart of 
America.

Moderator:  
sara shipley hiles, executive director, Mississippi River 
basin Ag & Water desk and board Member, society of 
environmental Journalists

Speakers:  
bennet goldstein, staff Writer/Report for America 
Corps Member, Wisconsin Watch

brittney miller, energy and environment Reporter, the 
gazette (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)

Juanpablo ramirez-Franco, environment Reporter, 
WNIJ Northern Public Radio (Illinois)

tegan wendland, editorial director, Mississippi River 
basin Ag & Water desk

1:00 – 2:30 p.m. breakout groups by watershed for story 
and project brainstorming 

Group 1: Mississippi River 
Moderator:  
tegan wendland, editorial director, Mississippi River 
basin Ag & Water desk

Group 2: Columbia River 
Moderator:  
nika bartoo-smith, Reporter, Underscore and ICt

Group 3: Colorado River 
Moderator:  
luke runyon, Reporter, KUNC — Community Radio for 
Northern Colorado and President, board of directors, 
society of environmental Journalists

2:30 – 3:00 p.m. Wrap-up

meet-n-greet:  
networking in the new normal 
Location: Jordan Ballroom 
3:30 – 6:30 p.m.

Kick off seJ’s 32nd annual conference by catching up 
with old friends and making new ones. Learn about 
boise state University’s environmental research and 
chat with its scientists. Workshoppers can continue their 
conversations while hanging out at poster sessions. 
Whether you’re an seJ newbie or a veteran conference-
goer, grab a drink and meet up with your conference 
buddy at the buddy Meet-up Point (if you signed up in 
advance). Fellows, get some snacks and get to know 
your fellow fellows at the Fellows Program tables. 
everyone, get ready to dust off your rusty social skills 
and network in the “new normal”.
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Emcees: 
Christy george, News editor, KUoW seattle and 
Northwest News Network, and #seJ2023 Conference 
Co-Chair

tom michael, general Manager, boise state Public 
Radio and #seJ2023 Conference Co-Chair

Land Acknowledgement: 
lori edmo (shoshone-bannock), editor, sho-ban News

lee Juan tyler, Council Member, Fort Hall business 
Council, shoshone-bannock tribes

Welcome: 
marlene tromp, President, boise state University

mayor lauren mclean, City of boise

idaho governor brad little

Swimming Upstream 
Veteran Idaho environmental journalist rocky barker 
leads a conversation about the chance of a historic 
agreement on the future of Idaho’s salmon with two key 
collaborators.

Swimming Upstream Speakers: 
u.s. rep. mike simpson (R-Id)

shannon wheeler, Vice-Chairman, Nez Perce tribal 
executive Committee

Additional Speakers: 
shiva rajbhandari, High school student, Climate 

Activist, and boise school district board Member

Jared talley, Faculty, environmental studies, boise 
state University

maría gonzález Cárdenas, Co-Author, “Nosotras”

Jennifer Forbey, Professor, department of biological 
sciences, boise state University

marco ovando, student Representative, tribal Advisory 
board and University Council of tribal Initiatives, boise 
state University

brian Jackson, Associate Professor of Physics, boise 
state University

Jesse barber, Professor, department of biological 
sciences, boise state University

Movie Program

Emcee: 
dale willman, Newscaster, NPR; Photographer

Speakers: 
david Quammen, Author and Journalist

Catherine matacic, science editor, hhmi | tangled 
bank studios

Films: 
wild hope: Coffee for water 
decades of war and unsustainable agriculture have 
stripped almost half the trees from the rainforest atop 
Mozambique’s Mount gorongosa. the devastation 
threatens the watershed that sustains life in nearby 
communities and in gorongosa National Park. Now, park 
experts and local farmers are uniting to plant a new 
shade-loving cash crop — coffee — that will help restore 
the forest and ensure a more prosperous future for 
humans and wildlife alike.

wild hope: the beautiful undammed 
ten years after the largest dam removal in history — on 
the elwha River, in Washington state — scientists are 
chronicling an inspiring story of ecological rebirth. 
Recovering salmon populations are transferring critical 
nutrients from the ocean into the forests along the 
elwha’s banks, enriching the entire ecosystem. the 
elwha’s revival is encouraging advocates to push for the 
removal of many larger dams in the region, and in the 
rest of the world.

WedNesdAy   april 19, 2023

learn to explore global Forest data 
4:00 – 5:00 p.m. 
Location: Barnwell

get acquainted with a platform that provides near 
real-time information on where and how global forests 
are changing, plus tools to gather evidence, data and 
graphics for your reporting.

Presenter:  
anika berger, Research Analyst, global Forest Watch, 
World Resources Institute

opening reception and dinner: 
welcome to boise! 
6:30 – 10:00 p.m.  
Location: Jordan Ballroom, BSU Student Union 
Building

Welcome to a state of contradictions! We begin seJ’s 
32nd annual conference with a networking dinner 
reception, followed by an introduction to one of the 
fastest-growing — and fastest-warming — cities in the 
U.s. in one of the reddest states in the nation. yes, 
there’s that classic Western rural-urban divide here, but 
somehow Idahoans have found creative ways to cross it 
with many years of successful collaborative partnerships. 
the ability of gem state people to come together 
despite their clashing values may point to environmental 
solutions for other states. Case in point: our centerpiece 
conversation, swimming Upstream, about salmon and 
dams. Following the regular program, we’ll adjourn 
briefly to grab dessert and gorongosa coffee or drinks 
before reconvening for our special film premiers (see 
details below).

 
Coffee and dessert are sponsored by HHMI.
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thursday, april 20, 2023

seJ registration and info table 
6:00 – 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 – 5:00 p.m.  
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

Pick up your badge and conference materials. sign up 
here for thursday afternoon tours and saturday mini-
tours (included in your registration fee). Find information 
about seJ, our award winners and current contest (May 
1 deadline), membership and other services. If you didn’t 
sign up for the saturday evening party at the Idaho 
state Museum or sunday breakfast at Zoo boise, there 
might still be room (ticketed events with extra fee) — 
check with registration and sign up there.

all-day tours
Advance registration is required for all thursday tours. 
Attendance on each tour is strictly limited, so registering 
early is important. departure times will vary, but all 
thursday tours will return to the bsU student Union 
building about 5:00 p.m. 

1. sagebrush Country: sunrise at the 
lek 
4:30 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

Visit a long-running sage-grouse lek to observe the birds 
doing their incredible territorial and mating display. 

Late April is the perfect time of year to see the male 
grouse fanning their tails, using their air-sacs to make 
strange booming noises and strutting their stuff! We’ll 
observe firsthand what intact sagebrush habitat looks 
like and learn about its importance for this threatened 
bird and the factors degrading that habitat in Idaho, 
such as invasive cheatgrass and increasingly severe 
fires. We’ll hear about the debate of whether to list the 
bird as endangered and whether cattle grazing helps 
curb the cheatgrass and fire problem or exacerbates 
it. Please bring binoculars if you have them, a camera 
with a long lens if you want to take photos and warm 
clothes for standing outside on a cold morning in early 
spring (heavy jacket, warm hat, gloves, etc.). there is 
a possibility that weather or chance will keep us from 
seeing the birds, but if we can see birds — oh, the 
birds we’ll see! since this tour requires an early start, 
we’ll arrive back at the hotel in time to rest before the 
evening programs. total drive time: 3 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
ashley ahearn, Freelance Audio Journalist

emily benson, Associate editor, High Country News

marissa ortega-welch, Independent science and 
environmental Journalist

Speakers: 
michelle Commons kemner, Wildlife staff biologist, 
Idaho department of Fish and game

Jennifer Forbey, Professor, department of biological 
sciences, boise state University

ted koch, executive director, North American grouse 
Partnership

John robison, Public Lands director, Idaho 
Conservation League

Joshua uriarte, species Program Manager and 
Policy Advisor, Idaho governor’s office of species 
Conservation
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2. saving raptors: habitat, humans 
and harm 
6:30 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

southwestern Idaho is a mecca for raptors and other 
birds, as well as the conflicts that emerge over land use. 
We’ll hear from the local golden eagle Audubon society 
as we head to the remarkable habitat of the bureau of 
Land Management’s snake River birds of Prey National 
Conservation Area. there, bLM is preserving key raptor 
breeding grounds while allowing people to use the land 
too, walking the line between conservation and conflict. 
We’ll finish at the Peregrine Fund’s World Center for 
birds of Prey, where we’ll meet feathered predators up 
close and the biologists who are working to protect 
them from lead ammunition and habitat loss. Pack 
your camera, binoculars and water bottle! Note: Cell 
service is not available during parts of this tour. Walking 
includes a half-mile loop trail to scenic dedication Point 
on a relatively flat gravel path (total elevation change: 
49 feet). some stops have pit toilets only.  
total drive time: 2.5 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
kate gammon, Independent science Journalist

Cheryl hogue, Independent Journalist

Speakers: 
danae Fails, boise River ReWild Project Coordinator, 
golden eagle Audubon society

Jared Fluckiger, outdoor Recreation Planner, Morley 
Nelson snake River birds of Prey National Conservation 
Area, bureau of Land Management

amanda hoffman, Manager, Morley Nelson snake River 
birds of Prey National Conservation Area, bureau of Land 
Management

gregory kaltenecker, executive director, Intermountain 
bird observatory

tate mason, director, the Peregrine Fund’s World 
Center for birds of Prey

Chris mcClure, director of global Conservation 
science, the Peregrine Fund’s World Center for birds of 
Prey

liz paul, Program Coordinator, golden eagle Audubon 
society

Joe weldon, Wildlife biologist, Morley Nelson snake 
River birds of Prey National Conservation Area, bureau of 
Land Management

mike williamson, Public Affairs specialist, Morley 
Nelson snake River birds of Prey National Conservation 
Area, bureau of Land Management
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3. Food production and water Quality 
in the magic valley 
7:00 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

the Magic Valley in south-central Idaho refers to the 
dams and irrigation systems that make this high-desert 
landscape a highly-productive agricultural area in the 
snake River Plain. It’s home to the highest concentration 
of dairy farms in Idaho, the third-largest dairy producing 
state in the country. Milk, not potatoes, is the top 
agricultural industry for Idaho. All of that agriculture 
affects the water quality of the snake and its tributaries. 
our first stop will be with the Idaho dairymen’s 
Association and a dairy farmer near twin Falls. We’ll 
learn about dairy farming in the West and what makes 
Idaho’s industry unique. Idaho is also an aquaculture hub, 
raising about 70% of the nation’s domestic trout in fish 
farms. We’ll make a stop at one production facility near 
thousand springs, where aquifer-fed waterfalls pour 
into the snake River. Here, we’ll examine the connection 
between ground and surface water systems in the high 
desert. Finally, we’ll travel into the snake River Canyon 
with scientists working on a long-term water quality 
study, examining the impact of nutrient discharge from 
agriculture and municipalities on aquatic plant growth. 
total drive time: 4.5 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
rachel Cohen, south Central Idaho Reporter, boise 
state Public Radio

luke runyon,  Reporter, KUNC — Community Radio for 
Northern Colorado and President, board of directors, 
society of environmental Journalists

Speakers: 
todd english, Vice President of sustainability, Riverence 
Provisions LLC

tanya hibler, environmental services director, IdA 
Consulting services, Idaho dairymen’s Association

Josh Johnson, senior Conservation Associate, Idaho 
Conservation League

megan satterwhite, director of operations, Idaho 
dairymen’s Association

kenneth skinner, Hydrologist, Idaho Water science 
Center, U.s. geological survey

tHURsdAy   april 20, 2023
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4. living with Fire 
7:30 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

boise, Idaho is often dubbed the heart of the nation’s 
wildland firefighting response. All state, local and 
federal resources that deploy to wildfires around the 
country are coordinated from the National Interagency 
Fire Center, the nation’s “Pentagon” for fire. but the 
surrounding wildlands are also a case study for how 
lacking in resilience much of the West is to wildfires. 
the Northwest is getting hotter and drier just as the 
region experiences a population boom. Moving the 
“needle” from a culture of fighting every wildfire to one 
preparing to endure them, and sometimes letting them 
burn or even igniting blazes on purpose, isn’t easy. but 
in Idaho, efforts toward that shift are slowly happening. 
We’ll travel to the Payette National Forest north of boise, 
where a large wildfire forced evacuations of vacation 
homes and cabins as well as a ski resort last August. 
And we’ll meet some of the “generals” of wildfire 
response and talk to foresters who intentionally set 
forests ablaze to “reintroduce fire” to landscapes where 
the fire cycle has been interrupted, resulting in some 
communities beginning to learn to live with fire rather 
than fight it. total drive time: 5 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
michael kodas, senior editor, Inside Climate News; 
Photojournalist, educator and Author, “Megafire: the 
Race to extinguish a deadly epidemic of Flame” and 
“High Crimes: the Fate of everest in an Age of greed”; 
society of environmental Journalists board Member

kirk siegler, Correspondent, National desk, NPR

Speakers: 
grant beebe, Assistant director, Fire and Aviation, 
bureau of Land Management

Juan bonilla, emergency Manager, Valley County and 
Fire Chief, donnelly Rural Fire Protection district

Joan mooney, Principal deputy Assistant secretary for 
Policy Management and budget, U.s. department of the 
Interior

nick nauslar, Fire Meteorologist, National Interagency 
Coordination Center

stephanie nelson, owner, Wildfire Prevention 
Associates

Jonathan oppenheimer, external Relations director, 
Idaho Conservation League

Josh sawislak, Managing director, government & 
Public service, deloitte Consulting

larry van bussum, National Fire Weather operations 
Coordinator, National Weather service
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5. ranching with wolves: Can 
humans and predators Coexist? 
8:00 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

For many rural Idahoans, ranching is a way of life. And 
since their reintroduction 25 years ago, wolves have 
been part of that life. We’ll head to the boise National 
Forest to experience wolves’ natural habitat and learn 
about their complicated management history in Idaho, 
as well as today’s hunting, trapping and depredation 
rules. We’ll also hear from expert speakers who are 
trying to reduce conflicts between livestock and wolves 
using non-lethal techniques. We’ll return to boise to visit 
the Jim Hall Foothills Learning Center, where the city 
meets sheep-grazing territory. Idaho ranchers will share 
their experiences with wolves and their techniques for 
dealing with depredation. total drive time: 2.5 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
nicole blanchard, outdoors Reporter, Idaho statesman

ian stevenson, Reporter, Idaho statesman

Speakers: 
brian bean, Co-owner, Lava Lake Land & Livestock

Jace hogg, Federal Lands Coordinator, Idaho 
governor’s office of species Conservation

Jay smith, Co-owner, J Lazy s Ranch

suzanne asha stone, director, International Wildlife 
Coexistence Network and Co-Founder, Idaho Wood 
River Wolf Project

6. not your grandparent’s mining: 
innovations in resource extraction 
8:30 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

With the energy transition driving demand for more 
minerals like cobalt, lithium and copper, a new rush 
of mining has come to the American West. the mining 
industry has long grappled with a historical legacy of 
social, cultural and environmental injustices. see the 
web agenda and Whova app for details.  
total drive time: 3 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
troy oppie, Host/Reporter, boise state Public Radio 
News

daniel rothberg, environmental Reporter, the Nevada 
Independent

Speakers: 
amber bieg, sustainability Consultant and Founding 
Partner, Warm springs Consulting

warren day, science Coordinator, earth Mapping 
Resources Initiative and Research geologist, Mineral 
Resources Program, U.s. geological survey

bonnie gestring, Northwest Program director, 
earthworks

virginia gillerman, Research geologist, Idaho 
geological survey

mckinsey lyon, Vice President, external Affairs, 
Perpetua Resources

tHURsdAy   april 20, 2023
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will tiedemann, Conservation Associate, Idaho 
Conservation League

shannon wheeler, Vice-Chairman, Nez Perce tribal 
executive Committee

7. agriculture, Climate Change and 
the lives of Farmworkers 
9:00 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

Americans rely on more than 3 million farmworkers to 
grow their food, but they remain largely invisible in 
our society. this tour will visit farmworker housing to 
learn about the pervasive issue of substandard living 
conditions. Next, we’ll head to wine country to hear 
research on farmworkers and pesticide exposure as 
well as new technology to help them tolerate extreme 
heat. Lunch is provided by a local Mexican restaurant 
and musicians from the Idaho Corrido Music Project 
will perform. Afterwards, we’ll learn about the national 
network of migrant farmworker programs and visit a 
dairy farm to hear how immigration reform is crucial to 
the industry’s future. our last stop will be a visit to the 
luminary, a digital museum space, on the bsU campus. 
total drive time: 3.5 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
nicole Foy, California divide editor, CalMatters

esther honig, Freelance Journalist

rachel spacek, government Reporter, Idaho statesman

Speakers: 
terry blom, director, Community Relations, development 
and Communications, Community Council of Idaho

mike dittenber, executive director, Caldwell Housing 
Authority

karina guadarrama, Contributor, Latinx Farmworkers 
of southern Idaho

alejandra hernandez, Contributor, Latinx Farmworkers 
of southern Idaho

Carly hyland, Postdoctoral Researcher, boise state 
University

antonio madera, Communications specialist – 
Community Affairs/Relations, Community Council of 
Idaho

estefania mondragon, executive director, PodeR of 
Idaho

irma morin, Chief executive officer, Community Council 
of Idaho

rick naerebout, Chief executive officer, Idaho 
dairymen’s Association

uwe reischl, Professor, school of Public and Population 
Health, boise state University

rebecca som Castellano, Associate Professor of 
sociology, boise state University

Im
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8. what happens in idaho doesn’t 
stay in idaho: From the mountains 
to the orcas downstream in puget 
sound and the pacific 
10:00 a.m. departure ($75 fee, lunch included)

Idaho’s wild salmon are unique: they swim farther and 
higher than any other salmon species in the world to 
reach their spawning grounds in central Idaho. but these 
iconic fish are critically endangered, and for more than 
40 years, changes in dam operations, habitat, harvest 
and hatcheries haven’t worked to restore them. on 
this tour, we’ll hear from hatchery operators trying to 
preserve the genetic pool of Idaho’s struggling sockeye 
salmon. We’ll also hear about the dams that are the 
main reason for salmon’s decline in Idaho, and gather 
perspectives from biologists, energy experts, outfitters 
and more on whether the removal of the four Lower 
snake River dams is a viable option — it’s a pathway 
that even Idaho Congressman Mike simpson now 
supports, albeit with the right economic protections in 
place for those who might be affected. And we’ll learn 
about the salmon’s importance to endangered southern 
resident orcas. you’ll come away with a delightfully 
nerdy appreciation for salmon biology and new 
perspectives on the economic and ecological effects of 
salmon decline. total drive time: 2 hours.

Tour Leaders: 
kim Cross, Author and Freelance Journalist

lori edmo (shoshone-bannock), editor, sho-ban News

amanda peacher, editor, Marketplace at American 
Public Media

Speakers: 
dan baker, Fisheries Hatchery Manager II, Idaho Fish 
and game

Justin hayes, executive director, Idaho Conservation 
League

Celeste meiffren-swango, state director, environment 
oregon

russ thurow, emeritus Fisheries Research scientist, 
Rocky Mountain Research station, U.s. Forest service

thursday afternoon tours 
1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

see the web agenda or the Whova app for details. 
sign up on-site at the Registration desk beginning 
Wednesday morning.

bookstore 
5:00 – 9:00 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

the boise state University bookstore is on site to sell 
seJ member-attendees’ and speakers’ books, as well as 
offering environmental books handpicked for the seJ 
conference. 

independent hospitality receptions 
and exhibits 
5:00 – 9:00 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

Hospitality Receptions are independently organized by 
the hosts, who are solely responsible for any content, 
speakers or materials.

Now a popular seJ tradition, this is the conference’s 
best networking opportunity. After spending the day in 
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Friday, april 21, 2023

seJ registration and info table 
8:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

Pick up your badge and conference materials. sign 
up here for saturday mini-tours (included in your 
registration fee). Find information about seJ, our 
award winners and current contest (May 1 deadline), 
membership and other services. If you didn’t sign up for 
the saturday evening party at the Idaho state Museum 
or sunday breakfast at Zoo boise, there might still be 
room (ticketed events with extra fee) — check with 
registration and sign up there.

exhibits 
8:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

don’t miss the wealth of information offered by the 
2023 exhibitors. Learn about environmental issues and 
innovations, see some great displays and add to your 
source list.

bookstore 
8:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

the boise state University bookstore is on site to sell 
seJ member-attendees’ and speakers’ books, as well as 
offering environmental books handpicked for the seJ 
conference.

opening plenary: Clean energy and 
the land — the high-stakes battle 
over Climate solutions 
9:00 – 10:15 a.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

Confronting the climate crisis will require huge amounts 
of land and resources — for solar panels, wind turbines, 
power lines and mines that extract lithium, cobalt and 
antimony. Already, construction of renewable energy 
infrastructure is butting up against opposition from 
rural landowners, wildlife advocates and tribal nations. 
Where do public lands in Idaho and the West fit into the 
hunt for critical minerals and the growth of climate-
friendly power? How do we phase out fossil fuels while 
limiting the harm to biodiversity, small-town lifestyles 
and landscapes sacred to Indigenous peoples?

Welcome: 
Jen pierce, Professor and director, Idaho Climate 
Literacy education engagement and Research, 
department of geosciences, boise state University

Moderator:  
sammy roth, energy Reporter, Los Angeles times

Speakers: 
shannon eddy, executive director, Large-scale solar 
Association

Justin hayes, executive director, Idaho Conservation 
League

tracy stone-manning, director, bureau of Land 
Management, U.s. department of the Interior
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shannon wheeler, Vice-Chairman, Nez Perce tribal 
executive Committee

grace wu, Assistant Professor, environmental studies 
Program, University of California, santa barbara

beverage break 
10:15 – 10:45 a.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

Concurrent sessions 1
10:45 a.m. – Noon

the hunt for Critical minerals, From 
California’s brine Fields to the deep 
ocean 
Location: Simplot A

With soaring global demand for materials used in eVs 
and battery storage, companies are seeking new ways 
to produce lithium, manganese, nickel and cobalt. 
this panel zooms in on two emerging technologies: 
deep seabed mining and lithium extraction from 
vast underground reserves in California. Will these 
technologies prove to be better — for the planet and for 
local communities — than traditional hard rock mining 
or not? We aim to equip journalists to report accurate, 
compelling stories about these new frontiers in mineral 
production.

Moderator:  
Janet wilson, senior environment Reporter, the desert 
sun/UsA today

Speakers: 
daniel ackerman, Independent Climate Journalist

douglas mcCauley, Associate Professor, ecology, 
evolution and Marine biology, University of California, 
santa barbara and Adjunct Professor, University of 
California at berkeley

sam moore, Chief Commercial officer, energysource 
Minerals

erica ocampo, Chief sustainability officer, the Metals 
Company

Christian torres, special Projects Manager, Comite 
Civico del Valle

public trust and water rights in the 
west 
Location: Simplot B

As climate change intensifies droughts, policymakers 
are having to confront hard choices about how water is 
allocated. but they must navigate a complex set of laws 
that typically prioritizes private property rights. these 
rules, established more than a century ago, are also 
often blind to important environmental, social and equity 
considerations. Panelists will discuss potential story 
ideas and approaches for reporting on how water can 
be managed in a more equitable and sustainable way.

FRIdAy   april 21, 2023
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the field, meet with hosts of multiple receptions. they’ll 
have experts on hand as well as displays, materials and, 
of course, great FRee food and drink. Mingle with our 
exhibitors and build your source list.

Reception hosts: 
bracewell llp

environment america

national alliance of Forest owners (naFo)

national audubon society

ocean Conservancy

schneider electric

sciline/aaas

solutions Journalism network
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Moderator:  
daniel rothberg, environment, Water and energy 
Reporter, the Nevada Independent

Speakers: 
marie Callaway kellner, Conservation Program 
director, Idaho Conservation League

leia larsen, Water and Land Use Reporter, the salt 
Lake tribune

heather tanana, Assistant Professor of Law (Research) 
and Wallace stegner Center Fellow, s.J. Quinney 
College of Law, the University of Utah

ethically Covering tribal issues and 
traditional knowledge 
Location: Simplot C

get practical advice on how to approach environmental 
stories about tribal issues and Indigenous ecological 
knowledge by hearing from newsmakers and the 
reporters who cover them. We’ll explore how as 
a profession we can move away from extractive 
journalism and toward ethical storytelling grounded 
in transparency and consent. subtopics will include 
(a) countermeasures to stereotyping, (b) exploring the 
evolving terminology around centuries-old stewardship 
practices of Indigenous peoples and (c) ways to develop 
relationships with Native experts to make stories more 
authentic and holistic.

Moderator:  
debra krol, Indigenous Affairs Reporter – Climate, 
Culture & Commerce, the Arizona Republic

Speakers: 
Cristina azocar (Upper Mattaponi), Professor of 
Journalism, san Francisco state University and Author, 
“News Media and the Indigenous Fight for Federal 
Recognition”

Carina dominguez (Pascua yaqui tribe in tucson, 
Arizona), Producer and National Correspondent, Indian 
Country today

dallas gudgell (Fort Peck Assiniboine and sioux 
tribes of Montana), Wildlife Policy and tribal outreach 
Coordinator, International Wildlife Coexistence Network 
and buffalo Field Campaign

Journalism toolkits 201: new 
approaches to Foia and tech tools 
Location: Simplot D

Improve your skill with two key tools that environmental 
journalists use to gather information: Freedom of 
Information Act requests and social media. We’ll update 
recent changes and challenges to federal and state 
freedom-of-information laws, sharing advice on how 
to work around roadblocks. We’ll also offer practical 
tips that will help you decide when and how you’re 
comfortable using big tech platforms to add depth, 
details and efficiency to your environmental storytelling.
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Moderator:  
emilia askari, Journalist, teacher, Researcher – Lecturer 
II, University of Michigan

Speakers: 
ashley edwards, U.s. Partnerships Manager, google 
News Lab

Jaya padmanabhan, Journalist; Contributing editor, 
ethnic Media services; and editor emeritus, India 
Currents

timothy wheeler, Associate editor/senior Writer, bay 
Journal and Chair, Freedom of Information task Force, 
society of environmental Journalists

doing the (surprising) math on 
western wildfires 
Location: Hatch C&D

the biden administration in January announced $930 
million in funding to reduce Western wildfire dangers by 
clearing trees and underbrush from national forests and 
conducting prescribed burns. the Inflation Reduction 
Act funds some $5 billion of this work. Can this strategy 
safeguard communities? Not entirely. Learn how the 
math doesn’t work if the goal is fireproofing the entire 
landscape. one scientist compared that strategy to 
trying to “scoop water out of the ocean to make it less 
wet.” but there is hope. buildings can be fire-hardened. 
Communities can be buffered. And importantly, 
individual cities and towns can take proactive steps. 
Learn about those solutions as well as how Native 

Americans are re-introducing fire in a way that can 
protect communities now and, if carried out across the 
landscape, could someday result in healthier landscapes 
across the West.

Moderator:  
Ximena bustillo, Reporter, Washington desk, NPR

Speakers: 
ralph bloemers, director of Fire safe Communities, 
green oregon

ian Fox, Acting deputy Wildfire Crisis strategy 
Infrastructure team Leader, U.s. Forest service

kelly pohl, Associate director, Headwaters economics

margo robbins, executive director, Cultural Fire 
Management Council

wildlife Corridors are having a 
moment 
Location: Hatch A

between the 2021 bipartisan infrastructure bill that 
included $350 million for wildlife-crossing grants, and 
state laws in Colorado, oregon, Virginia and others, 
wildlife corridors — over, under and around roads, towns 
and cities — are having a long overdue moment. but how 
effective has this recent legislation been at providing 
safe, suitable pathways for wildlife, and supporting 
habitat connectivity more generally? And what more 
needs to be done to protect vulnerable species and 
enable them to thrive in landscapes that are increasingly 
filling up with humans?
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Moderator:  
steven bedard, editor-in-Chief, biographic

Speakers: 
steve blackledge, senior director, Conservation 
America Campaign, environment America

renee Callahan, executive director, ARC (Animal Road 
Crossing) solutions

adam rissien, Rewilding Manager, Wildearth 
guardians

Christine wilkinson, Carnivore ecologist; Human-
Wildlife Interactions specialist; and Postdoctoral 
Researcher, University of California, berkeley and 
California Academy of sciences

how Culture reporting Can help 
Climate news reach a wider 
audience 
Location: Hatch B

From bad bunny’s music video “el Apagón” to the 
allegory in the 2019 film “don’t Look Up,” movies, music, 
cartoons, video games and literature are spreading 
awareness of climate change like wildfire, inspiring 
action and solutions in diverse audiences. In this panel, 
we will discuss the role culture has in connecting 
everyday media consumers to the climate crisis, and 
environmental justice in ways that inspire instead 
of alienate while focusing on solutions instead of 
doomerism. Although science is important, the way it 

communicates the climate crisis can often leave the 
general public in the dark. but culture can come in and 
help audiences understand our circumstances while 
creating empathetic listeners and readers.

Moderator:  
britny Cordera, Freelance Journalist and sound Artist

Speakers: 
whitney bauck, Freelance Climate and environment 
Reporter

siri Chilukuri, environmental Justice Fellow, grist

matt scott, director of storytelling and engagement, 
Project drawdown

Climate displacement, migration 
and white nationalism 
Location: Barnwell

Rising seas, desertification and increasingly severe 
storms, driven by historic emissions from countries in 
the global North are displacing people across the 
globe. While privileged communities spend millions to 
rebuild seawalls and shore up vulnerable homes, people 
from marginalized communities in the global south, 
who have experienced centuries of oppression under 
colonialism and global capitalism, confront immigration 
and border policies informed by White nationalism in 
countries of the global North. this panel will broadly 
contextualize this issue and discuss its possible futures 
and solutions.
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Moderator:  
rico moore, Freelance Journalist and board Member, 
society of environmental Journalists

Speakers: 
Carmen gonzalez, Morris I. Leibman Professor of Law, 
Loyola University Chicago school of Law

sonia shah, science Journalist and Author

lunch and movie preview:  
the american buffalo 
Noon – 2:00 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

We’ll preview the upcoming Ken burns’ documentary, the 
American buffalo, while grazing on buffalo (or vegan) 
burgers. the two-part series will air on Pbs on october 
16 and 17. Following seJ’s special 50-minute film clip 
preview will be a brief Q&A discussion.

Introduction: 
issistsáakiiksi/Cristina mormorunni (Métis/
blackfoot/sardo), Co-Founder and director, 
INdIgeNoUs Led

Moderator:  
Catrin einhorn, biodiversity, Climate and environment 
Reporter, the New york times

Speaker:  
dayton duncan, Writer and documentary Filmmaker

Concurrent sessions 2
2:15 – 3:30 p.m.

bugs, disease and the west: a new 
era in human health 
Location: Simplot A

Climate change threatens to undo 50 years of public 
health gains, and not in the ways you might think. the 
fungal-borne pathogen Valley fever is sweeping through 
communities in Arizona, texas and California; a water-
borne bacteria called Vibrio is sickening shellfish lovers 
on both coasts; ticks are bringing Rocky Mountain 
spotted Fever, babesia (not as fun as it sounds) and 
Lyme to new regions. Come learn about the unexpected 
health threats climate change is bringing to a backyard 
near you — and what can be done about them. 
(Arachnophobes beware.)

Moderator:  
Zoya teirstein, staff Writer, grist

Speakers: 
sky blue, board-Certified Infectious diseases Physician, 
sawtooth epidemiology and Infectious diseases

souta Calling last (blackfeet & blood), Founder and 
executive director, Indigenous Vision

benji Jones, senior environmental Reporter, Vox
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utilities 101: not Just a business beat 
Location: Simplot B

For decades, utilities have been covered as a business 
beat. but power companies have a huge role to play in 
the energy transition needed to fight climate change, 
and a significant impact on public health and safety. 
With power bills rising and big new energy infrastructure 
projects stirring debate across political lines, audiences 
and policymakers are paying more attention to these 
complex companies than ever before. this session will 
explain how various types of utilities work, how they’re 
governed and how to hold them accountable through 
engaging, clear reporting that connects people to 
where their power comes from.

Moderator:  
kristi swartz, Investigative Reporter, Floodlight

Speakers: 
david pomerantz, executive director, energy and Policy 
Institute

sammy roth, energy Reporter, Los Angeles times

abe scarr, state director, Illinois PIRg

Connecting extreme weather and 
Climate Change 
Location: Simplot C

Climate change has increased the frequency and 
severity of extreme weather events, and audience 
interest and attention peaks during these events. 
Panelists will share how they use extreme weather 
events as an opportunity to make the connection 
to climate change in a way that increases public 
awareness and understanding. Climate Central 
will demonstrate how to use its Climate shift Index 
to enable reporters to make specific and direct 
attribution between weather and climate; and tV 
meteorologists will illustrate how they use their role as 
trusted Messengers and the ‘chief science officer’ in 
their newsrooms to explain the climate connections to 
extreme weather events.

Moderator:  
Frank mungeam, director, Covering Climate 
Collaborative and Chief Innovation officer, Local Media 
Association

Speakers: 
Chase Cain, Climate editor, NbC LX News

nelly Carreño, Chief Meteorologist, televisaUnivision – 
dallas

lauren Casey, Meteorologist, Climate Central
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how to be an ally for environmental 
Journalists of Color 
Location: Simplot D

In this session, we will talk about how journalists can 
learn to be a better advocate and ally for environmental 
journalists of color in their newsroom — from 
understanding and using your privilege to uplift eJoCs 
to learning the importance of having more eJoCs 
writing in your newsroom to being a mentor.

Moderator:  
lucia priselac, director, the Uproot Project

Speakers: 
rachel ramirez, Climate Writer, CNN digital

monica samayoa, Journalist, science & environment, 
oregon Public broadcasting

Justin worland, senior Correspondent, tIMe

when the smoke Clears:  
Forests, Carbon and Climate 
Location: Hatch C&D

Across the West, federal forest managers are 
authorizing logging after fires – even though scientists 
say the practice often sets back forest recovery, 
increases future fire risk and reduces carbon storage, 
among other drawbacks. It’s dubbed “salvage” logging, 
suggesting that the logging is making something good 
out of a bad situation. but actually, a new wave of 
research confirms that not only is leaving these burned 
trees in the forest better for the forest ecology – it’s also 
a far better deal for the climate. so why is this allowed? 
In their defense, federal forest managers point out that 
the law mandates that the agency balance sometimes-
competing goals including helping rural communities, 
supplying the nation with timber and keeping forests 
healthy. this panel explores how to go forward 
productively, and explores solutions, as well as dispelling 
widespread misconceptions about the practice of post-
fire logging.

Moderator: 
robert mcClure, Independent Journalist and Chair, 
editorial Advisory board, society of environmental 
Journalists

Speakers: 
kristina bartowitz, senior Manager, Forest Carbon 
Analyst, American Forests

dominick dellasala, Chief scientist, Wild earth

Jessica halofsky, director, Northwest Climate Hub 
and Western Wildland environmental threat Assessment 
Center, U.s. Forest service
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bill Flory, diversified grain Farm Manager, Flory Farms 
and Member, Wheat Marketing Center and Idaho grain 
Producers Association

helen neville, senior scientist, trout Unlimited

shannon wheeler, Vice-Chairman, Nez Perce tribal 
executive Committee

in a Changing Climate, boom and 
bust in bering sea Fisheries 
Location: Barnwell

In the aftermath of an intense marine heat wave, the 
bristol bay sockeye runs returned last year from the 
bering sea in record numbers. Meanwhile, some salmon 
runs have struggled and snow crab populations crashed, 
triggering the first-ever cancellation of the winter 
harvest season. Journalist Hal bernton, who reported last 
year from the bering sea in a seattle times partnership 
with the Anchorage daily News and the Pulitzer Center, 
will moderate a panel that explores the links between 
the warming and the changing fisheries.

Moderator:  
hal bernton, environment and energy Journalist

Virtual Speakers: 
serena Fitka (yup’ik), executive director, yukon River 
drainage Fisheries Association

Jamie goen, executive director, Alaska bering sea 
Crabbers

daniel schindler, Professor, school of Aquatic and 
Fishery sciences and department of biology, University 
of Washington

interior secretary deb haaland 
keynote and Q&a 
3:45 – 4:45 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

As the global community grapples with the intersecting 
challenges of climate change and the biodiversity 
crisis, the U.s. department of the Interior stands 
at the nexus of this work within the United states. 
With unprecedented investments from the bipartisan 
Infrastructure Law (bIL) and Inflation Reduction Act, 
the department is addressing drought across the 
West, building the momentum for a clean energy 
future, focusing on environmental justice through 
the remediation of legacy pollution, and restoring 
our public lands and waters. In honor of earth day 
and in recognition of the 50th anniversary of the 
endangered species Act, secretary of the Interior deb 
Haaland will host an hour-long session to discuss how 
the department is honoring Indigenous communities 
through co-stewardship and an emphasis on Indigenous 
Knowledge, employing nature-based solutions and 

FRIdAy   april 21, 2023

andrew larson, Professor of Forest ecology, 
department of Forest Management and director, 
Wilderness Institute, University of Montana

trauma-informed Climate Journalism 
Location: Hatch A

Climate journalists deal with trauma themselves, and 
are also often assigned stories that require a trauma-
informed approach—post-disaster stories, migration 
stories, fossil fuel accountability stories and more 
can all both expose and inflict trauma on journalists, 
but we rarely talk about this reality or how to handle 
it. environmental journalists are also often subjected 
to online abuse in retaliation for their identity and 
their work, which can be stressful and traumatic. 
the psychological impact of online abuse adds to 
the stressors already associated with covering the 
environment and the climate. this panel will bring 
together a licensed clinical social worker, an expert in 
online abuse and digital safety, and climate journalists 
to discuss what a trauma-informed approach to climate 
journalism could look like and how it would benefit our 
readers, our sources, and ourselves.

Moderator:  
amy westervelt, editor-in-Chief, Critical Frequency

Speakers: 
Jeje mohamed, senior Manager, Free expression and 
digital safety, PeN America

paola rosa-aquino, science Reporter, Insider and 
Member, steering Committee, the Uproot Project

rebecca weston, Licensed Clinical social Worker/Juris 
doctor and Co-President, Climate Psychology Alliance

salmon and their many dam 
problems 
Location: Hatch B

salmon are heroic, Homeric travelers, central to the 
culture of many tribal nations, indicators of the health 
of the ocean, rivers and watersheds (and are also 
delicious to eat). Unfortunately, their wild populations 
have been crashing around the world and across the 
Pacific Northwest, notably over the last half-century 
in the snake River basin, home to the best coldwater 
habitat in the Lower 48. to blame are loss of habitat, 
salmon farms, hatchery practices, climate change 
and obstructed rivers. this year, as the largest dam 
removal in U.s. history moves forward on the Klamath in 
California and oregon, momentum is growing in support 
of the breaching of four dams on the lower snake. the 
long-debated proposal would recover imperiled salmon 
and steelhead runs, honor tribal treaties and provide 
infrastructure dollars to the region. this panel offers a 
range of perspectives on salmon recovery and its impact 
on the environment, economy and tribal equity.

Moderator:  
david helvarg, executive director, blue Frontier

Speakers: 
eric barker, outdoor and environmental editor, 
Lewiston tribune
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investing in ecosystem restoration, and tackling the 
fundamental challenges of climate change. Following 
her remarks, Interior department leaders will join for 
Q&A.

Moderator:  
debra krol, Indigenous Affairs Reporter – Climate, 
Culture & Commerce, the Arizona Republic

Keynote:  
deb haaland, secretary, U.s. department of the 
Interior

Speakers: 
Joan mooney, Principal deputy Assistant secretary for 
Policy Management and budget (doI representative 
to the Wildland Fire Mitigation and Management 
Commission created by the bipartisan Infrastructure 
Law)

tracy stone-manning, director, bureau of Land 
Management

martha williams, director, U.s. Fish and Wildlife 
service

networking happy hour with interior 
pios and others 
4:45 – 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

See details on the web agenda or the Whova app.

beat dinners
7:00 p.m. 
Location: Various

Beat Dinners are independently organized by the hosts, 
who are solely responsible for any content, speakers or 
materials.

sign up online for beat dinners hosted by a variety of 
organizations. Not interested in a hosted dinner? Head 
to the Community tab on the Whova app to arrange your 
own dinner with friends and colleagues. Check out “A 
Walkable Restaurant guide” in the downtown Core for 
ideas: 
https://visitboise.com/restaurant-map/

see details on the web agenda or the Whova app.

Beat Dinner #1 
This dinner is sponsored by the Society of Environmental 
Journalists, with support from the University of Missouri 
and the Walton Family Foundation.

Covering Rivers: taking an ecosystem Approach to 
Reporting and Funding

Beat Dinner #2 
This dinner is sponsored by Veolia North America.

Americans are worried about climate change, but also 
believe there’s still time to reverse impacts. to get 
there, industries need to lead the way with innovative 
technologies and solutions.

Beat Dinner #3 
This dinner is sponsored by The Wilderness Society.

Investigative Reporting that Resonates

Beat Dinner #4 
This dinner is sponsored by the Society of Environmental 
Journalists, with a grant from the Maine Community 
Foundation.

Reframing Conservation in the Face of the biodiversity 
Crisis

Beat Dinner #5 
This dinner is sponsored by Metcalf Institute.

Celebrate 25 years of Metcalf training!

Beat Dinner #6 
This dinner is sponsored by the National Parks 
Conservation Association.

National Parks: 5 Reasons for Hope – and for Fighting 
Like Hell

Beat Dinner #7 
This dinner is sponsored by 50 Voices for Endangered 
Species.

New Voices for endangered species: A Network of 
early-Career biodiversity experts you Need to Meet

Beat Dinner #8 
This dinner is sponsored by the Funder Collaborative on 
Oil & Gas.

Carbon Capture and storage (CCs): Climate Change 
solution or Harmful distraction?

Beat Dinner #9 
This dinner is sponsored by the Western States Petroleum 
Association.

Cooking and Conversation with the Western states 
Petroleum Association Communications team

Beat Dinner #10 
This dinner is hosted by the League of Conservation 
Voters and Conservation Voters for Idaho.

A Changing Political Climate: How Climate Policy Will 
shape Local and National elections

Beat Dinner #11 
This dinner is sponsored by the Nez Perce Tribe with 
support from Idaho Conservation League.

Covenant of the salmon People Film screening

sAtURdAy   april 22, 2023

saturday, april 22, 2023

seJ members breakfast with the 
board 
7:30 – 8:45 a.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom 
 
Breakfast available 7:30 - 8:00 a.m.

board members will be in attendance, and will be 
presenting a few priorities for the remainder of the year. 
seJ members: you’re invited to attend if you’d like to 
speak with seJ board leadership in person on anything 
that’s top of mind.

seJ registration and info table 
8:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

Pick up your badge and conference materials. sign 
up here for saturday mini-tours (included in your 
registration fee). Find information about seJ, our 
award winners and current contest (May 1 deadline), 
membership and other services. If you didn’t sign up for 
the saturday evening party at the Idaho state Museum 
or sunday breakfast at Zoo boise, there might still be 
room (ticketed events with extra fee) — check with 
registration and sign up there.

exhibits 
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

don’t miss the wealth of information offered by the 
2023 exhibitors. Learn about environmental issues and 
innovations, see some great displays and add to your 
source list.

bookstore 
8:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom Lobby

the boise state University bookstore is on site to sell 
seJ member-attendees’ and speakers’ books, as well as 
offering environmental books handpicked for the seJ 
conference.

https://visitboise.com/restaurant-map/
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Concurrent sessions 3
9:00 – 10:15 a.m.

not so sleepy FerC’s green energy 
push 
Location: Simplot A

the Federal energy Regulatory Commission has 
historically been known as a sleepy Washington, dC 
agency quietly going about its work overseeing the 
nation’s bulk power and interstate pipeline system. 
Not anymore. FeRC has a powerful role to play in 
the biden administration’s push to decarbonize the 
U.s. electric grid and speed up the ability to connect 
more renewables to the grid. but its role in the energy 
transition is also increasingly complicated by climate-
fueled extreme weather, the battle over whether to 
build more fossil fuel pipelines and a rapidly changing 
mix of power resources.

Moderator:  
Catherine morehouse, energy Reporter, PoLItICo

Speakers: 
mathias einberger, Manager Carbon-Free electricity 
Program, RMI

Christine powell, deputy Managing Attorney, Clean 
energy Program, earthjustice

arnie Quinn, Chief economist, Vistra

navigating newsrooms: a guide 
For early-Career environmental 
Journalists 
Location: Simplot B

the transition into newsrooms can be jarring for early-
career environmental journalists. From learning all of the 
lingo to trying to understand how environmental issues 
impact underserved communities, it can help to have 
a little help. this panel will cover everything you need 
to know about how to navigate that transition from 
applying for jobs to how to advocate for yourself when 
you’re in the role and more.

Moderator:  
siri Chilukuri, environmental Justice Fellow, grist

Speakers: 
halle parker, Coastal desk Reporter, WWNo (New 
orleans Public Radio)

miacel spotted elk, Freelance Journalist

eva tesfaye, Reporter, Harvest Public Media and the 
Mississippi River basin Ag & Water desk
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adjusting the Focus: how to tell 
Climate stories to both local and 
national audiences 
Location: Simplot C

Climate change is a global threat, yet its effects vary 
from place to place due to political and geographical 
distinctions. How can journalists elevate local climate 
stories to highlight their relevance to national audiences, 
and how can reporters put a face to the real-world 
effects of seemingly abstract science and policy to help 
ensure vulnerable residents are prepared? In this panel, 
local and national climate reporters will compare notes. 
they’ll explain best practices, provide tips and delve into 
the challenges and successes they’ve faced in writing 
climate stories that are approachable for all audiences.

Moderator:  
dharna noor, Climate Reporter and Producer, boston 
globe

Speakers: 
Jake bittle, staff Writer, grist and Author, “the great 
displacement: Climate Change and the Next American 
Migration”

miranda green, director of Investigations, Floodlight

sabrina shankman, Climate Reporter, boston globe

Clean energy next gen 
Location: Simplot D

Renewable energy’s record-breaking growth hasn’t 
discouraged investors and governments from pouring 
billions into next-gen ‘clean energy’ technologies. 
We’ll dive deep to probe the promise and unintended 
consequences associated with the most-touted next-
gen energy techs: the regional Hydrogen Hubs in 
line for $7 billion in federal funds, and small modular 
nuclear or ‘sMR’ generators soaking up venture capital. 
do hydrogen and sMRs complement solar and wind 
power, or compete with them? Are they ripe for 
commercialization, and where are the leading projects? 
And, crucially, will their proliferation accelerate carbon 
cuts, or simply squander resources and precious time?

Moderator:  
eliza barclay, Climate editor, opinion, the New york 
times

Speakers: 
Jack brouwer, Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace 
engineering; and director, National Fuel Cell Research 
Center and Advanced Power and energy Program, 
University of California, Irvine

peter Fairley, Freelance science Writer

david schlissel, director of Resource Planning Analysis, 
Institute for energy economics and Financial Analysis
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Flood watch: reporting on historic 
transformations in Flood risk 
management 
Location: Hatch C&D

Flood risks are increasing and new flood risks are 
emerging with climate change. but we haven’t stopped 
building in floodplains and development pressures keep 
mounting. Meanwhile, there’s been a surge in attention 
to improving management of floodplains. some federal 
agencies are revisiting key policies for the first time in 
decades. there’s also new potential for major floodplain 
restoration because of recent federal infrastructure bills. 
this panel will explore where journalists should look for 
stories about the challenges and opportunities ahead, 
and how to track federal dollars and agency actions on 
the flood beat.

Moderator:  
tony schick, Investigative and data Reporter, oregon 
Public broadcasting

Speakers: 
edward Clark, director, NoAA National Water Center, 
National oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/
National Weather service

Jessie ritter, Associate Vice President, Water and 
Coasts, National Wildlife Federation

mark schleifstein, environment Reporter, the times-
Picayune | the New orleans Advocate | NoLA.com

getting social without getting 
Conned 
Location: Hatch A

As journalists in the age of misinformation wars over 
many issues, do we have an obligation only to share 
facts and hope that our waning authority will persuade 
the public that our stories are true? or do journalists 
have an opportunity – perhaps even an obligation – to 
do something more to discredit misinformation about 
climate and other issues? How far can journalists go in 
the direction of public education without being labeled 
as politically biased? How does social media impact the 
sharing of information? In this session, we will talk about 
best practices and strategies for telling climate stories 
through social media platforms and how to engage 
online networks for impactful reporting.

Moderator:  
lucia priselac, director, the Uproot Project

Speakers: 
adam aston, Chief storyteller, Rocky Mountain Institute

heather kostick, Administrative Coordinator, Center 
for science, sustainability and the Media, department 
of earth & environmental science, University of 
Pennsylvania

sofia prado huggins, Audience engagement 
Associate, the Uproot Project
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weaving the personal into the global 
and political: environmental stories 
Close to the bone 
Location: Hatch B

While environmental stories often involve deep 
research, reporting, and documentation, they can also 
be expeditions into imagination and memory. some 
of the most poignant environmental stories blend 
serious reportage and investigations with personal and 
emotional details. What does it mean to write and report 
subjects that are close to the bone? In this session, we’ll 
discuss the process of merging the personal and the 
global into powerful storytelling.

Moderator:  
madeline ostrander, Freelance Journalist and Author, 
“At Home on an Unruly Planet”

Speakers: 
erika bolstad, Freelance Journalist and Author, 
“Windfall: the Prairie Woman Who Lost Her Way and the 
great-granddaughter Who Found Her”

lisa palmer, Research Professor of science 
Communication, george Washington University; 
Freelance Journalist; and Author, “Hot, HUNgRy 
PLANet: the Fight to stop a global Food Crisis in the 
Face of Climate Change”

matt scott, director of storytelling and engagement, 
Project drawdown

lawyering up: environmental 
lawyers as essential sources and 
what they’re tracking 
Location: Barnwell

you’re not a lawyer, but climate and environmental 
action often hinges on lawsuits and the lawyers helping 
companies, nonprofits and the government navigate 
regulations and make change in the courts, and state 
and federal agencies. these lawyers are essential 
sources because they offer an insider’s perspective 
on navigating the alphabet soup of state and federal 
environmental laws and on court rulings affecting 
environmental and climate policy. We’ll discuss why a 
legal perspective is essential to environmental reporting, 
how to approach developing legal sources and talk 
about some of the issues environmental lawyers are 
thinking about as the supreme Court re-examines 
longstanding environmental precedent.

Moderator:  
bobby magill, Journalist – Public Lands, Water and 
Climate Change, bloomberg Law

Speakers: 
susan brown, senior Attorney, Western environmental 
Law Center

murray Feldman, Lawyer and Partner, Holland & Hart

dylan hedden-nicely, Associate Professor of Law and 
director, Native American Law Program, University of 
Idaho
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beverage break 
10:15 – 10:45 a.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

Concurrent sessions 4
10:45 a.m. – Noon

getting past greenwashing 
Location: Simplot A

Learn how to report on government, businesses and 
corporate responses to the climate crisis through an 
investigative solutions approach. In this panel, three 
journalists with expertise in covering such topics 
as lithium mining, methane digesters and net zero 
commitments will take the audience through how to use 
the framework of solutions journalism and other tools to 
effectively combat greenwashing.

Moderator:  
aman azhar, Reporter, Inside Climate News

Speakers: 
Cayte bosler, Investigative Journalist and sustainability 
scientist

aaron Cantú, Climate Accountability Reporter, Capital 
and Main

gloria gonzalez, deputy energy editor, PoLItICo Pro

the problems with solutions 
Journalism 
Location: Simplot B

Audiences today appear as burned on stories about 
doom and gloom as the reporters writing them, and so 
publishers are trying a new angle: solutions. Newsrooms 
the world over now devote significant portions of their 
coverage to solving the problems they were once 
content with tracking. but this new realm of reportage 
raises fresh concerns for those handling complex 
beats like the environment, which requires teasing out 
narratives from complicated information at lightning 
pace and in limited space. What happens when 
solutions don’t live up to expectations or end up causing 
new problems? What if they promote greenwashing 
while simply calming the anxieties of privileged groups? 
this panel will host a clear-eyed discussion of concerns 
surrounding solutions journalism raised by reporters and 
readers and offer insight on how to avoid potential 
pitfalls.

Moderator:  
stephen miller, Independent Journalist and Author, 
“over the seawall: tsunamis, Cyclones, drought, and the 
delusion of Controlling Nature”

Speakers: 
melissa aronczyk, Associate Professor of Media 
studies, school of Communication and Information, 
Rutgers University and Co-Author, “A strategic Nature: 
Public Relations and the Politics of environmentalism”

breanna draxler, senior editor, yes! Magazine

Jenny splitter, Managing editor, sentient Media
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reporting on the rights-of-nature 
movement 
Location: Simplot C

the “rights of nature” is a growing legal and 
philosophical movement that aims to transform 
humanity’s relationship to the natural world. the ideas 
behind the movement, which recognizes the inherent 
rights of ecosystems or species, are rooted in the 
world views of many Indigenous cultures. With over 30 
countries having some form of rights-of-nature law on 
the books, this panel will explore what the movement is, 
where it is heading and how journalists can cover it.

Moderator:  
katie surma, Reporter, Inside Climate News

Speakers: 
rachel bustamante, Conservation science and Policy 
Analyst, earth Law Center

thomas linzey, senior Legal Counsel, the Center for 
democratic and environmental Rights

elliott moffett, tribal Advocate, Nez Perce tribe

Covering gas and air Quality inside 
the home 
Location: Simplot D

We spend most of our time inside, yet the air we breathe 
in buildings faces little oversight or regulation. that is 
changing: Us cooking and heating with natural gas is 
getting more scrutiny for its contributions to nitrogen 
dioxide and carbon monoxide inside the home. this 
panel will bring together experts to give reporters 
context and tools to understand the science, history 
and policy stakes of burning gas indoors. the panel will 
help reporters understand the next stages of this issue, 
localize their reporting and keep a sharp eye out for 
misinformation.

Moderator:  
rebecca leber, senior Climate Change Reporter, Vox 
and board Member, society of environmental Journalists

Speakers: 
sage Canchola-welch, executive director, sunstone 
strategies

drew michanowicz, senior scientist, Pse Healthy 
energy

dharna noor, Climate Reporter & Producer, boston 
globe Media
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up in smoke: Covering wildfire’s 
impacts on air Quality and Climate 
Change 
Location: Hatch C&D

Wildfire smoke is one of the biggest, growing threats 
to air quality, and catastrophic fires aren’t just spewing 
more pollution, they also threaten progress toward 
climate goals. At the same time, air monitoring and 
other data give journalists tools they can use to 
enhance public understanding of the health impacts. 
this session will offer journalists covering wildfire smoke 
ways to ground their reporting in the latest science 
on climate change, air pollution and its health effects 
on our lungs and on Indigenous communities, outdoor 
workers and others who face higher exposure.

Moderator:  
tony briscoe, environmental Reporter, Los Angeles 
times

Speakers: 
Camille Fassett, Climate data Reporter, Associated 
Press

phoebe seaton, Co-executive director, Leadership 
Counsel for Justice and Accountability

John upton, Partnership Journalism editor, Climate 
Central

Covering Climate in the statehouse 
Location: Hatch A

statehouses are one of the key centers of power in the 
United states. they monitor pollution and utilities; they 
dole out federal funding for everything from highways 
to wind turbines; and they compete for investment, 
whether environmentally friendly or harmful. yet for 
years, the number of journalists covering them dwindled. 
that’s beginning to change again, thanks in part to a 
new crop of watchdog outlets dedicated to covering 
their states. this panel will bring together reporters 
covering climate, energy, agriculture and environmental 
issues at a statewide level to discuss what they have in 
common, what makes their states unique and how they 
can meet the challenge of covering large, diverse states 
in all their complexity.

Moderator:  
Colin kinniburgh, Climate and environmental Politics 
Reporter, New york Focus

Speakers: 
Julie Cart, environment Reporter, CalMatters

erin Jordan, Investigative Reporter, the gazette (Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa)

Jeniffer solis, Reporter, Nevada Current
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how to include environmental Justice 
in Climate stories 
Location: Hatch B

All around the country, and the world, frontline 
communities, including low-income, Indigenous and 
people of color, are facing the brunt of pollution, the 
toxic legacies of industrialization and, increasingly, 
climate change. yet, far too much reporting on climate, 
environmental, water and pollution stories ignores this. 
In this panel, we will explain why environmental justice is 
not a niche within environmental reporting, but a critical 
component of any environment/climate story. We’ll 
share strategies on how to engage with, and include 
the voices from, these communities and how the end 
result is better reporting that not only informs, but also 
empowers.

Moderator:  
nithin Coca, Freelance environmental Journalist

Speakers: 
britny Cordera, Freelance Journalist and sound Artist

iris Crawford, Climate Justice senior editor, Nonprofit 
Quarterly

aliya uteuova, Visual Reporter, the guardian Us

podcasting across divides and in 
Community 
Location: Barnwell

Communities are bound together by stories. When it 
comes to environmental storytelling, the podcasting 
medium is perfect for deep investigation, personal 
narrative and critical interrogation of our relationship 
with the environment and one another. Come hear from 
podcasters in the biz about what makes a good show 
and how to build it, staff it and fund it. Whether you’re a 
podcast beginner or veteran, you’ll come away from this 
panel with how-to guidance on getting your podcast 
idea greenlit and into your listeners’ ears.

Moderator:  
ashley ahearn, Freelance Audio Journalist

Speakers: 
Jordan gass-pooré, Freelance Journalist and Podcast 
Producer

nora saks, Audio Instructor/ Podcast Producer, the 
salt Institute for documentary studies + WbUR

amy westervelt, editor-in-Chief, Critical Frequency
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lunch plenary: Covering gender and 
environment Connections, at home 
and abroad 
Noon – 2:00 p.m. 
Location: Jordan Ballroom

the effects of climate change are increasing the 
vulnerability of women and LgtbQ people to health 
hazards, forced migration, food insecurity and sexual 
exploitation. At the same time, women and LgtbQ 
people in the United states are facing unprecedented 
challenges to their rights. More positively, increasing 
gender equity and engaging women in conservation can 
improve climate resilience and public lands stewardship. 
And the demand for engineers for the coming energy 
transition will require dramatically increasing the number 
of women and LgtbQ folks in steM fields. How can 
we accurately and sensitively cover the connections 
between climate and gender, and how they intersect in 
people’s lives, both here in the U.s. and abroad?

Welcome:  
donna llewellyn, executive director, Institute for 
Inclusive and transformative scholarship, boise state 
University

Moderator:  
Jen Christensen, Writer/Producer, CNN’s Health & 
Climate Unit and National board secretary, NLgJA the 
LgbtQ Journalists Association

Speakers: 
lorena aguilar, executive director, Kaschak Institute for 
social Justice for Women and girls

Jina dhillon, director of technical excellence, Ipas

ally orr, business Intelligence Analyst, Applied Materials 
and Founder, Women in steM, Medicine, and Law 
scholarship

amy westervelt, editor-in-Chief, Critical Frequency

mini-tours adventures
2:30 – 5:30 p.m.

see the web agenda or the Whova app for details. sign 
up on-site at the Registration desk beginning thursday 
at 5:00 p.m.

dinner and dance party 
6:00 – 10:00 p.m. ($50 fee includes admission, 
dinner, music and dancing) 
Location: Idaho State Museum, 610 Julia Davis Dr., 
Boise, ID 83702

Join us at the Idaho state Museum for an evening 
of food, dancing and entertainment. the Museum 
showcases Idaho’s unique landscapes that have shaped 
the profound relationship between the state’s people 
and the land they love. over a paella dinner, enjoy 
music from the restored 1878 Weber grand Piano and 
then dance the night away to lively music by Afrosonics 
under the illuminated 1910 stained glass dome. 
preregistration required.
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sunday, april 23, 2023

bookstore 
10:00 a.m. – Noon 
Location: Zoo Boise

the boise state University bookstore is on site to sell 
seJ member-attendees’ and speakers’ books, as well as 
offering environmental books handpicked for the seJ 
conference. stop by for book signings from 11:45 a.m. – 
Noon.

books and authors at Zoo boise 
9:00 a.m. – Noon ($25 fee includes admission, 
beverages, snacks and airport transportation with 
arrival at airport no later than 1:00 p.m.) 
Location: 355 Julia Davis Dr, Boise, ID, 83702

Join us in the middle of Zoo boise, surrounded by African 
fauna, for our traditional sunday morning authors 
session, this year focused on the natural world. then 

learn about the amazing ecological restoration and the 
successful species reintroductions in the park before 
touring the zoo on your own or joining a behind-the-
scenes tour. the 20-plus animal species and interactive 
exhibits from gorongosa directly benefit both the 
animals and the people living in and around gorongosa 
National Park in Mozambique. Preregistration required.

Located in beautiful Julia davis Park, in the heart of 
downtown boise, Zoo boise is one of the most popular 
attractions in southern Idaho as well as a living science 
facility that is home to over 300 animals from 100 various 
species. ten years ago, Zoo boise reinvented itself, 
made it part of its mission to protect animals in the wild 
and turned the act of visiting the zoo into a conservation 
action. With the creation of a conservation fee and a 
series of fee-based animal encounters, Zoo boise has 
generated $3 million so far for wildlife conservation 
projects around the world. Now, part of every admission 
and proceeds from the most popular attractions go to 
the Zoo boise Conservation Fund which supports the 
protection of wild animals in Idaho and around the 
world.

Emcees: 
Christy george, News editor, KUoW seattle and 
Northwest News Network, and #seJ2023 Conference 
Co-Chair

tom michael, general Manager, boise state Public 
Radio and #seJ2023 Conference Co-Chair

tours 
Join Gorongosa researchers and zoo curators on guided 
tours, or walk around the zoo on your own. 

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.

rebecca bishop, Msc student in Raptor biology, 
department of biological sciences, boise state 
University

gabriela Curtiz, guide, gorongosa National Park and 
student, boise state University

vasco galante, director of Communications, 
gorongosa National Park

harry peachey, Zoo general Curator

gene peacock, Zoo director 
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don’t miss the traveling exhibit, Roots of Wisdom: Native 
Knowledge. shared science. From restoring ecosystems 
to revitalizing cultural practices, Roots of Wisdom 
provides examples of how traditional knowledge and 
Western science together create complementary 
solutions to contemporary concerns. In Roots of 
Wisdom, stories from four indigenous communities are 
brought to life, giving visitors real-world examples of 
how traditional knowledge and cutting-edge Western 
science provide complementary solutions to ecological 
and health challenges.
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beverage break and refreshments 
10:15 – 10:30 a.m.

environment in Fiction 
10:30 – 11:45 a.m.

It’s said that every journalist has a half-written novel 
secretly stashed away. seJ members’ novels likely 
contain plots and themes related to nature, the 
environment and climate change. We’re joined by some 
stellar novelists working this fiction beat.

Moderator:  
emily polk, Advanced Lecturer, Program in Writing and 
Rhetoric, stanford University

Speakers: 
ash davidson, Author, “damnation spring”

aya de león, Author and Acquiring editor, Fighting 
Chance books 
 
alan heathcock, Author, “Volt” and “40”

book signings 
11:45 a.m. – Noon

seJ’s annual conference ends at noon.

Want to be    more productive  
at ?#SEJ 2023
download the whova ConFerenCe app  

in the app store or google play

sUNdAy-WedNesdAy   april 23-26, 2023

sunday, april 23 – wednesday, april 26, 2023

post-Conference tour. beyond yellowstone: Connecting divided landscapes
Idaho’s High divide is a landscape of rugged mountains, dusty, green sagebrush and creek beds lined with willow 
and aspen. the vast majority is relatively undisturbed tracts of public land dotted with cattle and sheep ranches and 
small, sleepy towns. It is also, according to scientists and conservationists, a critical connector between the greater 
yellowstone ecosystem (gye), the Central Idaho Wilderness complex, glacier National Park and on into Canada 
— providing important migration corridors for elk, mule deer and pronghorns, as well as room to roam for other 
charismatic megafauna such as grizzly bears, wolverines and lynx. but the High divide has few protections as it faces 
an onslaught of potential problems. Climate change is upending ecosystems and sending animals in search of new 
habitat. People are flooding into the fastest-growing state in the nation, driving increases in wildland development 
and recreation. And large-scale conservation measures are met with skepticism by some locals who feel they are 
managing these resources just fine.

the seJ post-conference tour, conducted by the Institute for Journalism & Natural Resources (IJNR), will take 15 
competitively selected seJ conference-goers on an expenses-paid trip to the greater yellowstone ecosystem and 
work its way across the High divide. Along the way, journalists will meet with people who live on this landscape and 
see firsthand how they’re addressing connectivity issues such as:

u road crossings and animal migration barriers

u public land ownership and control

u the challenges of incorporating private land into wildlife initiatives

u the pressures of recreation and development

u the yukon to yellowstone (y2y) initiative

u tribal conservation efforts

u grizzly bear conservation

u gray wolves

u ungulate migration: bison, elk, mule deer, pronghorns

u dammed rivers and salmon passage
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ADVERTISEMENT

Sustaining the 
Resources that 
Sustain Us
Our goal is to make sure there is enough healthy, available water for 
people and nature to thrive together.
 
We work with farmers, fishermen, ranchers, businesses and 
conservationists to see North America lead by example in charting an 
economically and environmentally sustainable path forward for our 
planet.

 

waltonfamilyfoudation.orgwaltonfamilyfdn waltonfamilyfoudation

The Society of Environmental Journalists is grateful to all whose personal efforts
and financial support have made SEJ’s 2023 Annual Conference possible.

seJ 2023 ConFerenCe host
marlene tromp 
President, boise state University

emily wakild 
Cecil d. Andrus endowed Chair for environment and 
Public Lands, school of Public service, boise state 
University

boise state University faculty and staff including the 
school of the Arts, the school of the environment, the 
school of Public service, the College of Arts and sci-
ences, and the Andrus Center for Public Policy. 

seJ 2023 Conference sponsors 
visionary 
boise state University

Champion 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

principal 
the Walton Family Foundation

ambassador 
bANd Foundation

gorongosa National Park / Carr Foundation

Mississippi River basin Ag & Water desk

MacArthur Foundation

supporter 
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative

Conservation Voters for Idaho

Funder Collaborative on oil and gas / the 2030 Fund

gas Leaks Action

gordon and betty Moore Foundation

hhmi

INdIgeNoUs Led / Maine Community Foundation

National Alliance of Forest owners

ocean Conservancy

schneider electric

Friend 
deloitte 

earthjustice

good Food Institute

Knight Foundation

Mizrahi Family Charitable Fund

Princeton University

solutions Journalism Network

Woodwell Climate Research Center

in-kind 
boise state Public Radio

sciLine / AAAs

seJ 2022-2023 program and operating 
grants 
Association of Health Care Journalists

bANd Foundation

craigslist Charitable Fund

FJC: A Foundation of Philanthropic Funds

William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

MacArthur Foundation

Maine Community Foundation

Mississippi River basin Ag & Water desk

Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable trust

orange County Community Foundation

the david W. and Lucile Packard Foundation

scripps Howard Foundation

Walton Family Foundation

the Wilderness society

seJ 2023 Conference team 
Co-Chairs: 
Christy george, News editor, KUoW seattle and 
Northwest News Network

tom michael, general Manager, boise state Public 
Radio
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society of environmental Journalists staff 
meaghan parker, executive director

meagan Jeanette, Program and Marketing Associate

Jay letto, Conference director

Consultants and advisors 
Frances backhouse, Assistant editor, seJournal

Christine bruggers, senior Advisor, Awards and 
elections

Joseph a. davis, seJournal Writer/section editor; 
editor, eJtoday

adam glenn, editor, seJournal and editorial director, 
Publications

Cindy macdonald, Web Content Manager

beth parke, Founding executive director

Conference support 
kevin beaty, dylan brown, ashley pencak, dale 
willman

thank you to seJ volunteers and partners. seJ could 
not have produced this conference without the dozens 
of members who generously donated their time and 
energy to organize sessions, moderate panels, lead 
tours, recruit sponsors and support multimedia.

special thanks to emilia askari, rocky barker, Jenni-
fer bogo, lori edmo, sara shipley hiles, debra krol, 
robert mcClure, rico moore, lucia priselac, annie 
ropeik and amy westervelt.

seJ is grateful for the partnership of the Uproot 
Project on the #seJ2023 diversity Fellowships, and 
welcomes their leaders and members to #seJ2023.

For more about the Uproot Project and how to join, 
visit: https://uprootproject.org/

seJ is grateful for its partners, the Association of 
Health Care Journalists and Council for the Advance-
ment of science Writing, on the science, Health, envi-
ronment Reporting Fellowship. 

seJ is especially grateful to John Freemuth, who 
was a tireless champion for public lands and for the 
reporters who cover them. We miss you John. And a 
special thanks to emily wakild. We were leveled when 
we lost John. you lifted us back up.

Finally, a big thank you to mayor lauren mclean 
who introduced us to John Freemuth back in 2017, 
which got this whole thing started. 

seJ 2023 board of directors 
President:  
luke runyon 

First Vice Pres. & Programs Chair:  
sara schonhardt

Second Vice Pres. & Membership Chair:  
michael kodas 

Treasurer & Finance Chair:  
kathiann kowalski

Secretary:  
annie ropeik 

Vice Pres., Diversity, Equity, Inclusion:  
rico moore 

Vice Pres., Fundraising and Rep. for Academic  
Membership:  
sara shipley hiles 

Vice Pres., Governance:  
sadie babits 

tony barboza

sam eaton

rocky kistner

rebecca leber

nadia lopez

mark schapiro

Jennifer bogo, Rep. for Associate Membership

Founding President (ex officio): 
James detjen, Knight Professor of Journalism emeritus 
and Founding director, Knight Center for environmen-
tal Journalism, Michigan state University (retired)

the society of environmental Journalists

1629 K Street NW, Suite 300,  
Washington, DC 20006

Telephone: (202) 558-2055 

Email: sej@sej.org

T: @SEJorg  W: www.sej.org

Strengthening the quality, reach  
and viability of environmental  
journaliSm acroSS all media to  

advance public underStanding of  
environmental iSSueS.

Co-winner Calouste Gulbenkian International Prize 2010

opening reception and dinner at the 
royal sonesta
5:30 – 9:00 p.m.
Location: Legends Ballroom
Welcome to Houston, and welcome to Harris County, 
the most ethnically diverse in the country. Meet up with 
old friends or mingle with new ones, then settle down 
for dinner and an evening of presentations to give us 
a sense of place and set the stage for the rest of the 
week’s agenda. scientists, environmental justice leaders, 
youth activists and others will give us a big-picture look 
at the environmental challenges facing the city and 
region, and the unique solutions some are trying.

emcees:
naveena sadasivam, senior staff Writer, grist and 
#seJ2022 Co-Chair

perla trevizo, Investigative Reporter, ProPublica/texas 
tribune Investigative Unit and #seJ2022 Co-Chair

Welcome to Houston: 
david leebron, President, Rice University

speakers: 

robert bullard, distinguished Professor of Urban 
Planning and environmental Policy, texas southern 
University and Co-Chair, National black environmental 
Justice Network

daniel Cohan, Associate Professor, Civil and 
environmental engineering, Rice University

Christian menefee, Harris County Attorney

other speakers tbA

twelve journalists have been selected 
for the 2022-2023 National science-
Health-environment Reporting 
Fellowships (sHeRF). 
 
aarón miguel Cantú, type 
Investigations fellow, climate reporter, 
Capital & Main, California

bella isaacs-thomas, digital science 
reporter, Pbs NewsHour, Washington, 
d.C.

Christian von preysing-barry, 
reporter, KRgV-tV, texas

darian benson, reporter, side effects 
Public Media, Indianapolis

devi shastri, health and medical 
science reporter, Milwaukee Journal 
sentinel, Wisconsin

erin rode, environment reporter, the 
desert sun, Palm springs, Calif.

Jena brooker, environment reporter, 
bridgedetroit, detroit

neel dhanesha, climate change 
reporter, Vox, Washington, d.C.

rachel Cohen, reporter, boise state 
Public Radio, Idaho

sarah true, independent health care 
journalist, Washington, d.C.

shantal riley, independent health and 
environmental journalist, New york

Zoya teirstein, staff writer, grist, 
brooklyn, N.y.

SEJ Welcomes the Science, Health,  
and Environment Reporting 
Fellows

SEJ Welcomes the 
#SEJ2023 Diversity 
Fellows
shreya agrawal, UsC Annenberg Media

muizz akhtar, Independent Journalist

taylar ansures, KtVL Cbs News10

Ximena bustillo, National Public Radio

britny Cordera, Independent Journalist

delgerzaya delgerjargal, tenger 
television

Jocelyn duffy, Independent Journalist

hadeer elhadary, Independent Journalist

Fernando Figueroa, WUFt News

nicole Foy, CalMatters

guanani gomez-van Cortright, bay 
Nature magazine

audrey henderson, Independent Journalist

roshaun higgins, the times-Picayune | 

New orleans Advocate

ayurella horn-muller, Axios shamsuddin 
Illius, the business standard

amir khafagy, documented

ana Clara mattiuzzi martins, 
Independent Journalist

shamira mcCray, the Post and Courier

karla mendes, Mongabay

Clara migoya, the Arizona Republic / 
AZCentral

glory mushinge, Independent Journalist

sonia narang, Independent Journalist

melba newsome, Independent Journalist

Cameron oglesby, Independent Journalist

neeta satam, Independent Photojournalist

kate selig, stanford University

Jeniffer solis, Nevada Current

miacel spotted elk, Independent 
Journalist

anita wadhwani, tennessee Lookout

Jenny whidden, daily Herald

In partnership with The Uproot Project:

the Uproot Project is a network 
for journalists of color who cover 
environmental issues, as well as students 
and others aspiring to cover this beat. 
Uproot is dedicated to advancing the 
careers of journalists of color who’ve 
been historically underrepresented in this 
field. Uproot membership is currently free 
for journalists of color and we encourage 
you to sign up.

Funding for the #seJ2023 diversity travel Fellowships is provided by MacArthur Foundation, Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, Veolia 
North America, Woodwell   Climate   Research   Center , Idaho National Laboratory, RenewPR, Western states Petroleum Association, 
rPlus energies, Jay Letto, and other individual donors to seJ.

Launched in 2021, the fellowships are a collaboration of the Association of Health Care Journalists (AHCJ), the Council for 
the Advancement of science Writing (CAsW) and the society of environmental Journalists (seJ), with funding by the Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute department of science education and the gordon and betty Moore Foundation.

https://uprootproject.org/


SEJ Is Committed to a Safe, Healthy, and Harassment-Free Conference

seJ Covid-19 protoCols

All attendees at seJ and seJ-sponsored in-person events must be up-to-date on their vaccinations and boosters as defined 
by the CdC and must attest to that fact. If they are unable to be vaccinated for medical or religious reasons, they must have 
a negative PCR test result within 72 hours of the event or a negative antigen test 24 hours before. Anyone experiencing 
symptoms should take a rapid antigen test and get a negative result before joining the event. Masks will be mandatory, 
unless outdoors or while actively eating/drinking. speakers can choose to remove their masks while actively speaking. these 
requirements are subject to change based on public health requirements at the time and place of event. seJ is adopting this 
policy to safeguard the health of its employees and their families; seJ members and visitors; and the community at large. this 
policy will comply with all applicable laws and is based on guidance from the Centers for disease Control and Prevention and 
local health authorities, as applicable.

seJ anti-harassment poliCy

seJ is committed to maintaining an environment in which all individuals are treated with respect and dignity without 
harassment. toward this end, seJ prohibits and condemns discrimination and all forms of harassment, including sexual 
harassment and harassment based on an individual’s race, religious creed, color, national origin, ancestry, physical disability, 
mental disability, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, sex, gender, gender identity, gender expression, age, 
sexual orientation, military or veteran status or any other legally-protected characteristics.

this strict policy means that no form of unlawful or prohibited discriminatory or harassing conduct by or towards any seJ 
employee, member, board member, speaker or invited guest, exhibitor, event attendee, vendor or contractor or volunteer 
will be tolerated. this policy should not be construed as applicable to events not organized by seJ or non-seJ forums or 
workplaces which it does not control.

seJ is committed to enforcing its policy at all levels within seJ and at seJ events. Any employee, member, board member, 
speaker or invited guest, exhibitor, event attendee, vendor or contractor or volunteer who engages in prohibited 
discrimination or harassment will be subject to discipline, up to and including immediate removal from any applicable seJ-
organized functions, activities or events, removal from leadership or committee positions or expulsion from seJ consistent with 
its member expulsion policy.

Unless otherwise excluded, the term “harassment” within this policy includes prohibited discrimination. Anti-harassment and 
anti-discrimination policies for employees are covered by seJ’s separate employment handbook.

Conduct Covered by this Policy: this policy applies to and prohibits all forms of harassment and discrimination in the course 
of seJ’s work or activities. this includes any harassment or discrimination that may occur as part of seJ activities, whether in 
person, in writing, via phone or through any online platforms, including but not limited to systems hosted or moderated by seJ.

harassment or discrimination may take many forms, including but not limited to the following:

◢  Verbal conduct, such as epithets, derogatory comments and slurs.

◢  displaying derogatory posters, cartoons, drawings or gestures.

◢  Physical conduct, such as assault or blocking normal movement unnecessarily.

◢  yelling at or threatening speakers and other participants (verbally or physically).

◢  offensive or unwelcome advances and invitations, regardless of whether they involve physical contact, or if the 
harassed individual submits to the invitation.

◢  offensive or unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature, including sexually graphic spoken or written comments, offensive 
comments transmitted by email or another messaging system, or offensive or suggestive images or graphics, whether 
physically present or sent over the Internet or displaying or using sexually suggestive objects in an offensive manner.

◢  offensive or unwelcome physical contact of a sexual nature, including the touching of another’s body or the touching or 
display of one’s own body in a sexual manner.

Nothing in this policy shall be construed to prevent a critical discussion of or education relating to sexual harassment or 
different forms of discrimination. seJ is strongly committed to diversity, equity and the free expression of ideas. Critical 
disagreements or conflicting beliefs and viewpoints do not alone constitute harassment. sexual imagery or language in a 
professional discussion might not constitute harassment. speakers and sponsors are asked to be aware of how language or 
images may be perceived by others. Participants may exercise their option to leave a session or a conversation.

Computer Messaging and Information systems: employees, members, board members, speakers or invited guests, exhibitors, 

event attendees, vendors or contractors or volunteers are reminded that data generated on, stored in or transmitted to or 
from seJ’s computers, websites and listservs remain the property of seJ for all purposes. seJ retains the right to monitor 
its computers, computer systems, listservs, networks, websites and social media accounts to ensure compliance with this 
requirement.

procedures in Cases of harassment or discrimination:

seJ is committed to taking all reasonable steps to prevent harassment and will make every reasonable effort to promptly and 
completely address any harassment that may occur. However, seJ cannot take prompt and effective remedial action unless 
each incident of harassment is reported immediately.

Anyone who believes that they have been subjected to harassment or discrimination of any kind within the meaning of this 
policy should report the incident immediately or as soon as possible to seJ’s executive director or the President of seJ’s board 
of directors. Violations that occur at an seJ event also may be reported directly to the organizers of the event. Anyone else 
who observes conduct that they believe is in violation of this policy also is encouraged to report the conduct in the same 
manner.

Any individual making a claim of harassment or discrimination should provide as much information as possible about the 
details of the incident or incidents, name or names of the individuals involved, the names of any witnesses, and any written, 
electronic or physical evidence. Reporting should be made without any fear of retaliation. Retaliation against any employee, 
member, board member, speaker or invited guest, exhibitor, event attendee, vendor or contractor or volunteer for reporting 
harassment will not be tolerated.

seJ will take appropriate, thorough, independent and prompt action in response to any reports of harassment or 
discrimination in whatever context or circumstances they arise under this policy. such reports will be reviewed by an ad hoc 
committee whose voting members shall consist of the following: the President of seJ’s board of directors and the chairs of 
seJ’s diversity, equity and Inclusion Committee and its Membership Committee or their designees, provided that all such 
voting members must also be members of seJ’s board of directors who are not involved in the dispute. the ad hoc committee 
may also consult or discuss the matter with seJ’s executive director.

the ad hoc committee will use good faith efforts to the extent practicable to maintain confidentiality as it conducts its 
investigation and deliberations. the complaining party and the accused will be informed of the results of the investigation, 
with timing up to the discretion of the ad hoc committee. the ad hoc committee will notify the full board of directors about 
any complaints at the next board Meeting, but due to privacy concerns the level of detail will be at the discretion of the ad 
hoc committee.

Notwithstanding the forgoing, violators at events may be summarily expelled from the event without further review at the 
discretion of seJ event organizers.



ADVERTISEMENT

AFRC is a regional trade association that advocates for proactive,
science-based forest management on publicly-owned forests

throughout the West. 

amforest.org

AFRC's in-house attorneys engage in high-profile litigation in support of
responsible forestry, and in defense of forest projects developed by the U.S.
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management.
AFRC's team of foresters work on the ground with public lands managers to
reduce the risks of severe wildfires, insects and disease, and to provide wood
fiber for climate-friendly wood products that store carbon for generations.
AFRC works at the highest levels of government to give our public land managers
the resources and policy tools they need to improve the health, resiliency and
accessibility of publicly-owned forests.

Media Contact: Nick Smith
503-515-4206
nsmith@amforest.org

@amforest_org

ADVERTISEMENT



The World Is Changing. 
Environmental news evolves quickly, as companies and policymakers respond to growing demands 
for accountability and sustainability. Bracewell’s Policy Resolution Group is at the center of these 
developments. We combine our strengths as a leading environmental law firm and our deep public 
affairs experience to shape and influence conversations about environmental policy and regulation.

bracewell.com

policyresolutiongroup.com

Industry-Focused Legal 
and Advocacy Strategies

Frank Maisano
T: +1.202.828.5864 
E: frank.maisano@bracewell.com
       @policyrez   @fvmaisano

INDIGENOUS LED draws on the power of relational conservation to protect, 
heal, and celebrate our connection to land and our more-than-human 
relatives. LEARN more at: www.indigenousled.org
 

ADVERTISEMENTS

A more informed media, 
a better informed public.

Are you a journalist ready to take your career to the next level? Spend a year at 
the University of Colorado Boulder as a Ted Scripps Fellow in Environmental 
Journalism. You’ll deepen your understanding of environmental issues, hone your 
craft, and enjoy a break from deadlines while living at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. 

The program runs August-May and provides an $80,000 stipend. During the year, 
fellows deepen their knowledge of the scientific, economic, political, cultural, and 
social aspects of environmental issues. Fellows use the CEJ as a professional home 
where they engage in independent study expected to lead to a significant piece of 
journalistic work while also attending courses, weekly seminars, field trips, and the 
annual conference of the Society of Environmental Journalists.

Full-time journalists working in any medium with a minimum of five years of  
professional experience and an undergraduate degree are eligible. Applicants may 
include reporters, editors, producers, and photojournalists. Prior experience in 
covering the environment is not required. Applications are due March 1 each year.

CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISM

celebrating over 25 years of Scripps Fellowships
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We create the political
environment to protect the

natural environment.

ADVERTISEMENTS

THANK YOU
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTERS AND EDITORS

Great journalism makes a difference.

The Center for Western 
Priorities is a conservation 
advocacy organization providing 
original research and resources to 
promote healthy land, water, and 
communities in the American West.

Get in Touch
Subscribe to our daily Look West 
newsletter, The Landscape podcast, 
and access original research and 
reports at westernpriorities.org

Press contact:  
Aaron Weiss 
aaron@westernpriorities.org 
720.369.9252

Photo: Camp Hale-Continental Divide National Monument, Mason Cummings

Copyright © 2023 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

We believe in bolder
climate action
New growth comes from managing the interests of what’s 
good and equitable for people, the planet, and prosperity. 
At Deloitte, we work with public sector agencies to help 
implement thoughtful, strategic, and human-centered 
action fueled by momentous access to technology, capital, 
and a collective desire for measurable change and creation 
of opportunities for all.

www.deloitte.com/us/sustainable-future

ADVERTISEMENTS

ASK 
EARTHJUSTICE 
LAWYERS
We are the lawyers behind most of  
the environmental fights you cover.

No other legal organization has filed 
more environmental cases in federal 
courts than Earthjustice. 

Our 200+ legal and policy experts 
can provide top-notch information or 
connect you with more than a thousand 
local clients with personal stories. 

Earthjustice: Because the Earth  
Needs a Good Lawyer

Sign up to get on our press list
media@earthjustice.org or call  
us at 585.402.2005
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 Good at math?
Try getting to 1.5°C 
without rethinking meat.
(The numbers don’t add up.)

Learn more at gfi.org/SEJ or visit us in the Jordan Ballroom.

—
freedom of 
expression

WE BELIEVE IN
— 
an informed 
citizenry 

— 
engaged, equitable 
and inclusive 
communities

ADVERTISEMENTS

Be Healthy With Us!
Young Mozambican scientists—graduates of the
Gorongosa Master in Conservation Biology
program—are changing the face of environmental
protection in Africa.
 
Mozambican graduate students study
relationships between wildlife, plants, and insects
inside the park, while the Gorongosa Paleo-
Primate Project sheds light on the origins of
humankind as it evolved out of Africa’s Great Rift
Valley.

Today, at least a dozen graduates are doing thier
part to conserve the environment by working for
African national parks, non-profit conservation
organizations, and the Mozambican government.
 
Delivery of this accredited master's program is
through an education partnership between the
Gorongosa Restoration Project, the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, the E.O.Wilson Laboratory, and
universities in Mozambique, Portugal, the United
States, and Europe. 
 

“I dream of our vast deserts, our forests, of all our
great wilderness. We must never forget it is our

duty to protect this environment.”
~ Nelson Mandela 

gorongosa.org
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HELPING PEOPLE IN NEED  |  PROTECTING ANIMALS AND NATURE  |  ENRICHING COMMUNITY LIFE  |  ninapulliamtrust.org  |  

to the winner of the

2022 Nina Mason Pulliam Award for  
Outstanding Environmental Reporting 

CONGRATULATIONS

“EPA Exposed” and “The Department of Yes” 
The Intercept

SHARON LERNER

Honored at the Society of Environmental Journalists 32nd Annual Conference 

Boise, Idaho  |  April 19-23, 2023

ADVERTISEMENT

 $26.99  $21.59
Use code SEJ3 to get 20% off

at wsupress.wayne.edu. 

THE COMPELLING TRUE STORY 
OF A HARD-FOUGHT ENVIRONMENTAL 
WIN, SET IN MOTION BY A TENACIOUS 

GOVERNMENT SCIENTIST AND COMMITTED 
JOURNALIST—RESULTING IN THE 

POLLUTING COMPANIES PAYING FOR 
THE $1 BILLION, 20-YEAR CLEAN-UP.

“In a classic tale of the collision between environmental 
science and environmental politics, this account shows the 

good guys can win—and so can our environment.” 
–DAVE DEMPSEY
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Have questions about forestry
and the environment?

You’re barking up
the right tree!

You’ve got questions
and we’ve got answers.

Reach out at:

media@nafoalliance.orgNAFOalliance.org/SEJ

    KBSU 90.3 FM MUSIC  |  KBSX 91.5 FM NEWS  |  

boisestatepublicradio.org
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See how our sustainability goals, Better Practices,  
Better Planet 2030, continues the commitment  

to manufacture sustainable products for a more 
sustainable future. Visit afandpa.org/2030

REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

STRIVE FOR ZERO WORKPLACE INJURIES

ADVANCE SUSTAINABLE WATER MANAGEMENT

ADVANCE MORE RESILIENT U.S. FORESTS

ADVANCE A CIRCULAR VALUE CHAIN

AF&PA is proud to support SEJ 2023

ADVERTISEMENTS

Working for a future where 
people and wild nature flourish 

together, meeting the challenges 
of a rapidly changing planet. 

REACH OUT TO US AT 

NewsMedia@tws.org

ADVERTISEMENT



veolianorthamerica.com

LEADING THE 
ECOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION 

OF THE WORLD

Redfish Lake, Idaho

Science for 
solutions at 
the nexus of 
climate, people, 
and nature.

media@woodwellclimate.org
woodwellclimate.org

Areas of expertise include: 
• community-based risk 

assessment
• emissions from fire and 

permafrost thaw
• water cycle changes
• just, nature-based solutions
• and more
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“On behalf of the Penn Center for 
Science, Sustainability and the Media 
(PCSSM), we are thrilled to host the 
annual SEJ conference at the University 
of Pennsylvania next April in partnership 
with Annenberg Public Policy Center, 
not only the home of PCSSM but also 
the home of FactCheck.org and its 
SciCheck project. Journalists play a key role 
in informing and communicating climate 
crisis and the need for action on climate 
change to the public. We have many exciting 
opportunities, panels, and events planned 
for the conference and look forward to 
connecting attendees to Philadelphia’s 
unique environmental stories and the 
greater Penn and Philadelphia community.”

— Michael Mann, Presidential Distinguished 
Professor in the Department of Earth and 
Environmental Science at the University of 
Pennsylvania and Director of the Penn Center 
for Science, Sustainability and the Media

#SEJ2024
P h i l a d e l P h i a ,  P e n n s y l v a n i a

A p r i l  3 - 7 ,  2 0 2 4


